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U.S. warships destroy Iranian sites

Vocational Center to conduct
class in income tax reporting
The Murray Area Vocational Center will begin a class in Income
Tax Reporting on Nov. 2 at 6 p.m. The class will be held on Monday
and Thursday evenings from 6-9 p.m. for 31/2 weeks.
Robert K. Martin, local CPA will be the instructor. Instruction will
be given in how to fill out the 1987 federal and state income tax forms.
This class Is good for individuals, small business owners and those
who do tax preparations for the public.
The cost of the class will be $5 payable on the first class meeting
night. To register, call 753-1870 between the hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Dow down more than 200 points
NEW YORK I AP ) — Waves of panic selling devastated the stock
market in one of the worst days in the history ofWall Street today as
the Dow Jones industrial average fell more than 200 points in less
than 90 minutes.
The Dow average was down 201 points to about 2,045 shortly before
11 a.m. EDT.
The plunge dwarfed Friday's record point drop in which the Dow
industrials fell 108.36 points over the course of a day.
Trading was extraordinarily heavy. Nearly 100 million shares
changed hands in the first hour alone as computer programs
automatically sold stocks into a market in which there were few
traders brave enough to buy.
The sell-off on Wall Street echoed plunging prices earlier today on
exchanges around the world. The dollar sank and interest rates and
gold prices leaped.
Markets continued to be battered by the same concerns about inflation, interest rates and dollar weakness that helped spark last week's
steep decline.
Pessimism was so strong in New York that the opening of trading
was delayed for most of the stocks in the Dow industrials because of
an excess of sell orders.
Earlier, share share prices had taken a beating on exchanges in
Tokyo, Hong Kong, London and elsewhere.
Money continued to pour out of stocks and bonds into gold and
short-term Treasury securities, which are considered safe havens in
times of crisis.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — U.S.
warships today destroyed two Iranian platforms in the Persian Gulf
in retaliation for last week's attack on a U.S.-flagged tanker, an
action Preskient Reagan called "a
prudent and restrained response."
In a statement read to reporters
by his spokesman, the president
described the one-time oil drilling
facility as "a military platform"
and said it had been "used to
assist in a number of attacks on

non-belligerent shipping."
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said gunfire from the
four destroyers destroyed "the
two platforms at one location.
They both collapsed."
Pentagon spokesman Fred S.
Hoffman said no Americans were
injured in the attack, which began
at 7 a.m., EDT. At least some of
the 20 to 30 Iranians on board
abandoned the platforms after the
U.S. forces radioed 20 minutes'

warning.
Fitzwater said the shelling
lasted about 90 minutes.
"The Iranians indicated they
had heard the warning because
they reported it to their headquarters," he said.
Fitzwater said the Iranians
were seen leaving the platforms
on boats before the five-inch guns
on the destoryers Kidd, Hoel,
Young and Leftwich opened fire,
pounding the facility -with an

estimated 1,000 shells.
He said he had no information
on whether any Iranians were
picked up by Navy vessels.
At a'Pentagon briefing, Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger said
the destroyers carried out the attack on the Rostam facility, which
he said had'not produced any oil in
at least a year.
Fitzwater said he wanted to em(Cont'd on page 2)

Practice session

Groundbreaking scheduled for
state Vietnam Veterans Memorial
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP I — Groundbreaking for the Kentucky Vietnam Veterans Memorial is set for Nov. 7 at 11 a.m. in Frankfort, officials said.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins is scheduled to be the keynote speaker
at the ceremony, which will take place at the memorial site on a
hilltop off Coffee Tree Road next to the Kentucky Library and Archives Building.
Ronald D. Ray, the head of a drive started four months ago to raise
$1 million for the memorial, said last week that more than $400,000
had been raised.
The memorial, designed by Lexington architect Helm Roberts, will
include the names of the state's 1,062 Vietnam War dead and the
dates on which they were killed.
Ray said it will be completed next year for Veterans Day.

Members of the Calloway County Fire Rescue got some practice in fire safety and rescue
techniques recently as they
crawled through a smoke-filled
abandoned house. At left,
Robert Trenholm watches
another fire fighter successfully emerge from the house.
David Cathey, above, helps a
fellow fireman with his oxygen
mask and 2nd Lt. Tony Bayless
awaits his turn to rescue the
training dummy, right.

Elsewhere...
By the htssocished Press

WASHINGTON — Nancy Reagan, recovering from the surgical
removal of her cancerous left breast, is "feeling fine" and is anxious
to return to the White House with President Reagan and resume her
public activities.
H4SKING7'0.N. — The hot legal battle between prosecutors and
Michael K. Deaver's defense lawyers is expected to become even
more heated when jury selection begins for the ex-White House aide's
perjury trial
St14,Fiji — The secondd military takeover in four months in this
tiny, racially divided nation has put Fiji on the brink of economic ruin
and stirred fear in the hea;ts of many of its majority Indian
population.
MIDLAND. Texas — Doctors planning more surgery today on
18-month-old Jessica McClure say they are increasingly optimistic
they'll be able to save her right foot damaged during her 242 days
trapped in a well.
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House chamber to become comp battlefield
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — The
omnibus workers' compensation
bill, surprisingly well.preserved
after its first trial by committee,
headed for the floor of the Kentucky House today with more than
,two dozen amendments awaiting
it.
The bill could be taken up by the
Senate as early as this afternoon,
depending on the duration of any

tloor fight before passage by. the
House.
The Senate is expected to speed
matters by sitting as a "committee of the whole," rather than formally assigning the bill to its
Labor and Industry Committee.
The bill emerged from the
House Labor and Industry Committee on Friday the way it went
in, proposing to make Kentucky

employers pay an extra $110 planation and debate in the House
million per year for 30 years to pay committee until, at the prodding
off a $1.7 billion debt in the of House Speaker Don Blandford,
workers' compensation program.
debate was shut off and the bill
The coal industry, which was voted out.
because of coal miners' black lung
Some of the amendments filed
is the largest user of the pro- for action on the House floor
gram's Special Fund, would pay represent the drawing of a battle
$61 million of that annual assess- line by the coal industry, which
ment, under the bill.
The bill underwent hours of ex- (Cont'd on page 2)

Doctors plan surgery to save Jessica's foot
Forecast
Periods of rain tonight. Low
45 to 50. Light north wind. More
rain Tuesday. Colder with a
high from 55 to 60. Northwest
wind 5 to 15 mph with higher
gusts in the afternoon.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for cool weather with a chante
of rain Wednesday. then partly
cloudy skies and continued cool
Thursday and Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

354.8
354.9

MIDLAND, Texas ( AP ) — Doctors planning more surgery today
on I8-month-old Jessica McClure
say they're encouraged but unable
to, guarantee they'll be able to
repair damage to her foot sustained when she was jammed in a well
21,A2 days.
"I don't want anybody to think
that she's out of the woods as
regards her foot, because she's
not," Dr. CharlesYounger, an orthopedic surgeon, said Sunday, adding that Jessica's condition
improved.
Also Sunday, Vice President
George Bush, who was in Texas

tor campaign appearances, stopped by Midland Memorial
Hospital to visit with Jessica's
parents.
"This is what America is," said
Bush of the 58-hour rescue efforts.
"The rock was hard and they
couldn't get through, but they
heard the voice and they wouldn't
give up and for 60 hours, they
dug."
Doctors planned exploratory
surgery today to examine the right
foot and determine further treatment. They also hoped to perform
plastic surgery on her forehead to
remove a section of dead skin and

prepare for covering the spot kvith
"Her foot is pinker. It's still not
adjacent skin.
a norm*,color at all. It's cool. It is
Jessica, who was listed in not warin like her left foot," said
serious but stable condition Sun- Dr. Shelton Viney, a vascular
day night, underwent a fasciotomy surgeon.
Saturday. The operation is design"I want you to know that we're
ed to relieve pressure from still very correetmed about that
swelling.
foot. We still have to watch it very
The toddler fell into the well closely," Viney said. "It is still a
Wednesday morning and was day-by-day process. We're very
wedged in the narrow shaft for 2102 hopeful, but we may not be able to
days. Her right foot was jammed save the foot."
against the side of the well and lost
He said if everything goes right,
some circulation. She also suf- Jessica will undergo surgery Frifered a pressure sore on her day to graft skin from her thighs
forehead, which was pushed
against the shaft
(Coed on page?
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Stroup named
to advisory
group on small
businesses
Dr. Kale M. Stroup, president of
Murray State University. has been
named by the administrator of the
U.S. Small Business Administration to a three-year term on the
Small Business Development
Center Advisory Board.
She is one of three affiliated with
higher education on the 14-member
board.

'y
There was fun for all ages this weekend at the 10th annual Aurora County Festival. Friday's events included arts and crafts, lye soap tusking,
cider rttaking and sorghum making. Saturday's acdvides included an
Antique Tractor Pull, more arts and crafts, demonstrations, a grist mill,
hayrides, children's games and a parade. Live entertainment was also
provided Saturday and Sunday. Area residents sod spectators also par.
ticipated in an old-fashioned ice cream social and a food fare featuring a
vast assortment of taste treats. Pictured at left, Dwayne Mardis of Hardin demonstrates sorghum making to onlookers, while CsWe Smith
(above) of Boas, stays busy in her arts and crafts booth. At lower left,
Marshall County Sheriff Brian Roy joined in the fun and excitement
when he climbed into the dunking booth at the festival. Roy was soaked
several times during the course of the afternoon.
"tart photos I), I,r.g Trutt'

Several accidents reported over
weekend; three persons injured
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported several accidents over the weekend. One
person was treated and released
from the Murray Calloway County
Hospital Friday following a twocar accident at the intersection of
Doran Road and Kentucky 1550.
According to the report, a car
driven by Annette L. Tyler, 20,
White Hall, Murray State, pulled
into the path of a car driven by Ted
Potts, 64, Rt. 7, Murray.
Tyler, who was traveling on
Doran Road, told police that she
did not see the stop sign.
A passenger in Tyler's car,
Tabatha DeAnglis, 18, Potts, and a
passenger in his car, Norella
Potts, 61, were all treated and
released from the hospital.
Vivian Starr Miller, Rt. 1, Murray, was also taken to the hospital
Sunday night after a deer jumped
in front of her car on Forrest.
Coleman Road at approximately
9:30, causing her to run off the
road and strike a tree, according
to a report from the sheriff's
office.
When Miller went to call for
help, the car caught on fire, the
report indicated. The Calloway
County Fire Rescue responded to
extinguish the blaze.

Firefighters
respond to house
fire Saturday
The Murray -Fire Department
responded to 505 N. First St. Saturday at approximately 2:30 p.m.,
according to a spokesperson for
the department.
Upon arrival, firemen found
smoke which was caused from
cooking material that had
overheated. Fire department personnel removed the hazard and uted fans to clear the smoke, the
spokesperson said.
Also on Saturday, fire fighters
extinguished a car fire in the parking lot of Super America, according to the report. The car suffered minor damage from the fire,
which originated under the hood.
On Sunday, the fire department
was called to Franklin Hall on the
Murray State campus. A trash can
by an exit door was on fire, the
spokesperson said.
The cause of the fire is undetermined at this time.
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The fire started under the hood
of the 1987 Ford Escort, according
to CCFR reporter Mike Sykes. The
car was a total loss,'he said. Miller was treated and released
at the MCCH emergency room,according to a hospital
spokeswoman.
Dena Stubblefield, 19, New Concord, was also treated and released from MCCH as a result of injuries sustained in a Saturday ac-

Fire-Rescue
squad busy
over weekend
The Calloway County FireRescue reported several calls
over the weekend.
On Friday, the squad was called
to a car fire on Kentucky 1836. The
fire, which started under the hood,
caused total damage to the car,
owned by Donna Greer, according
to CCFR reporter Mike Sykes.
Also on Friday at 11:45 a.m.,
firemen were called to a residence
on Brooks Chapel Road, owned by
Roy Barrett. The fire, which
started at the water heater was extinguished and the house was
checked for safety.
At 11:30 p.m. on Saturday.
CCFR personnel responded to a
field fire on U.S. 641 across from
Gould Oil. Ten fire fighters were
on the scene for one hour, Sykes
said.

New program
faces uphill
fight in Senate
WASHINGTON AP ) — After
winning House approval, a $25
million program to warn workers
in high-risk jobs they face increased chances of cancer or other
disabling diseases faces an uphill
battle in the Senate and the threat
of a presidential veto.
Moments after the House passed
the bill on a 225-186 vote Thursday.
business groups began mounting a
campaign either to prevent a
Senate vote on it or assure its
defeat there.
The National Association of
Manufacturers described the
39-vote margin by which the bill
passed the House as an indication
that it was "losing steam" among
lawmakers.
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Battlefield...

(Cont'd from page 1)
wants to deflect some of the force
of the financial blow it would suffer under the bill's funding
formula.
cident at the intersection of KenAn amendment filed by Rep.
tucky 121 and Lynnwood Dr., acGreg Stumbo. D-Prestonsburg,
cording to the report.
would divorce coal-related claims
A car driven by Sharon Scott. 39,
from other workers' compensaNew Concord, who was traveling
south on 121. struck a car driven tion cases. A separate fund to pay
by William Weaks, 69. Rt. 5, Mur- coal-related claims would be paid
for by a coal tonnage tax of up to 50
ray, when he pulled into her path
cents.
from Lynnwood, the report said.
A more radical amendment by
Stubblefield was a passenger in
Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington,
the Scott vehicle. No other injuries
would reduce coal's,share of the
were reported by the hospital.
annual assessment to about $50
million, with the construction and
logging industries, among others,
making up the difference.
Another amendment by Rep.
Mark Brown, D-Brandenburg.
would reduce coal's share-to about
Barry Williams, 27, Rt. 2, Hazel, $52 million.
Also facing the House today is
was killed in a two-car accident
challenge to the election of
the
Sunday at approximately 11:55
a.m. six miles east of Murray on Rep. Mae Hoover, R-Albany.
A nine-man panel of House
Kentucky 94. according to a report
members
was appointed to confrom the Calloway County
sider
charges
by her former
Sheriff's Department.
A witness at the scene told Democratic opponent that Mrs.
police that the east-bound Hoover had not been a resident of
Williams vehicle lost control, ran the 53rd District for the required
off the side' of the road, crossed year when she won the seat in a
over the road and slid sideways special election in January.
The all-Democratic panel.
before hitting a west-bound car
driven by Glenn E. Donaldson, 47, 'chaired by Rep. Bobby H.
of geneseo. III., the report Richardson of Glasgow. began
deliberating the case on Thursday
indtated.
and
was expected to have a
Donaldson was apparently trying to get out of the way of the recommendation for the House toWilliams vehicle. Williams was day. The panel could recommend
thrown from his vehicle and trap- that Mrs. Hoover be allowed to
keep her seat, or that the election
ped between the two cars, the
be voided and held again.
report stated.
Also today. a joint House-Senate
Donaldson was treated and
session was scheduled to hear a
released at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. A passenger, speech by Democratic presidential hopeful Albert Gore Jr. of
Shirley Donaldson. 45, was admitTennessee.
ted to the hospital and was listed in
stable condition this morning.

Williams, 27,
killed in wreck
on 94 east

Jessica...
(Cont'd from page 1)
onto her foot.
Jessica slept while Bush talked
to her 18-year-old parents, Chip
and Reba Gayle McClure. in the
intensive care unit. Later, President Reagan called. asking the
McClures to give the tot "a big
kiss."
Mrs. McClure said Jessica cries
in her sleep.
Pediatrician Debbie Reese said
Jessica has been singing a Winnie
the Pooh song, a tune she
sometimes sang while trapped,
but Jessica isn't enthusiastic
about the medical treatment.
"She's cranky. She tells us no.
She doesn't like the things we do,
drawing blood and restrairting
her." In order to keep intravenous
tubes in both wrists, doctors have
strapped her hands to boards
along each arm.
"I feel like she's at a real good
age, though, that she will eventually forget the majority of this
trauma," Ms. Reese said.
The McClures said once Jessica
is allowed to go home they plan a
party.
"We're going to have a big bash
for this little girl," Mrs. McClure
said

Nancy Reagan
'feeling fine'
and awaiting
her trip home

WASHINGTON (AP — Nancy
Reagan, recovering from the
surgical removal of her cancerous
left breast, is "feeling rifle" and is
anxious to return to the Whitt
House with President Reagan and
resume her public activities.
Doctors told the couple on Sunday that final laboratory tests
showed Mrs. Reagan's cancer had
not spread and her prognosis for
full recovery is excellent.
"Mrs. Reagan is recovering
remarkably well from surgery,"
Reagan's physician John Hutton
said in a statement released by the
White House. Hutton said Mrs.
Reagan's medical team is
"completely satisfied with her
progress in evqry respect."
A 12-doctor team removed the
first lady's left breast and several
lymph nodes from under her arm
on Saturday in a 50-minute operation. The surgery followed a biopsy that revealed a quarter-inch
malignant tumor.
The first indication of the lesion
came Oct. 5 during Mrs. Reagan's
annual mammography.

Warship...
(Cont'd from page 1)
phasize "the restrained nature of
this action. The precision with
which we tried to identify a target
was proportionate to their attack
by a Silkworm missile" on Friday
of the Sea Isle City. a Kuwaiti
tanker flying the U.S. flag.
"Our purpose was to avoid
casualties, not to cause them —
but at the same time to make the
important political and military
point," he said when asked why
the United States had not attacked
the missile sites in occupied Iraqi
territory.
Fitzwater said the attack should
not be taken to mean the United
States was "on the side of Iraq" in
the seven-year war between Iran
and Iraq.
"We certainly believe we have
not done anything to expand the
war or change our position there,"
he added.
Weinberger. who had annouced
the aattack minutes earlier, said:
We do not seek further confrontation with Iran but will be
prepared to meet any further
military escalation by Iran with
stronger retaliation," the
secretary said. "We consider this
matter is now closed."
Hoffman said that after broadcasting a warning to the Iranians
on the platforms, the destroyers
waited about 20 minutes and then
opened fire from a distance of
6,000 yards.
Hoffman said that based on initial reports one section of the
facility had been completed
destroyed by the naval gunfire and
the second section was "90 percent
destroyed."
Hoffman told reporters that the
cruiser USS William H. Standley
had positioned itself between the
platforms and the Iranian coast
during the attack in case any Iranian planes attempted to interfere. Weinberger said U.S.
surveillance and fighter planes
were also flying over the area during the attack to ensure protection
for the ships.
Weinberger said Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait had been told of the
plans for the attack and had been
"cooperating very well."
Hoffman said the Soviet Union
and Iran were notified of the action as the attack began.

Harper admits
to understating
1986 tax return
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. John Harper, who is
also the Republican nominee for
governor, apparently understated
his income by nearly $19,000 on the
1986 tax returns he has disclosed to
the news media.
Harper, of Shepherdsville in
Bullitt County, received $18,803
from the state Department of
Transportation last year in exchange for an acre of his front
yard needed to widen Preston
Highway.
According to IRS regulations,
income from the sale of real
estate, whether voluntary or involuntary, must be reported in the
year it is received.

A primary objective of the board,
which meets quarterly. is to
observe and evaluate the progress,
development and success of small
business development centers set
up across the country to provide
counseling, training and outreach
to the small business community
Kentucky has its small business
development center headquarters
at the University of Kentucky in
Lexington. In addition, 15 service
centers affiliated with it are in
operation statewide. including one
on the Murray State campus.
Among the main concerns of the
-advisory board are the establishment of centers in the eight states
which do not have one and the
enhancement of education and
training at the centers to promote
and advance the participation of
small business in the foreign
market

Cowan plans
to attend area
fundraiser, reps
have announced
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
State Rep Fred Cowan. the
Democratic nominee for Ken.
tucky attorney general. was to
undergo a procedure today to
dissolve a kidney stone. his campaign manager said.
The stone was to be crushed using a process called lithotripsy. in
which ultrasonic sound is applied,
Humana Hospital-Suburban nurse
Mabel Peden said.
Cowan, 42, was admitted to the
hospital Friday night, where he
was listed in good condition
Sunday.
Lithotripsy usually takes about
an hour and the patient is usually
given general anesthesia, nursing
supervisor Tracy O'Grady said It
was not known, however, whether
Cowan would require general
anesthesia
Cowan's campaign has been set
back about four days by the II.
mess, campaign manager Reba
Cobb said.
Cowan faces former Estill County Attorney Christopher S. Combs,
who was unopposed for the
Republican nomination. in
November's general election
Cowan, who represents the 32nd
District in Jefferson County. was
expected to be released from the
hospital Tuesday morning and to
return to the special session of the
General Assembly in Frankfort by
Wednesday, Mrs. Cobb said.
Cowan is scheduled to appear at
a fish fry in Hardin on Oct. 26.
The local fund-raiser is set for the
Country Crossroads Restaurant
from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Campaign Official Julia Sprague
said earlier today that the fish fry
is still on the schedule."We have a
week to play with. We are still hoping that he can make it," she said.
"If he can not make it, his wife
Linda will probably attend."
Tickets for the event are $25
each and may be purchased by
calling Mark Blankenship at
753-2633.

Murrayan escapes
serious injury in
two-car accident
near Mayfield
Patricia A. McCuiston, 26, 2014
College Farm Road, escaped
serious injury Saturday following
a two-car accident on Kentucky
121, 2 miles south of Mayfield at
approximately 7:50 a.m., according to Kentucky State Police
spokesman Chuck Robertson.
McCuiston's north-bound vehicle was struck by a south-bound
car driven by Craig J. Willett, 16,
Rt. 3, Mayfield, who apparently
fell asleep, Robertson said. The
vehicles both overturned off the
roadway, he added.
Willett, who was not wearing a
seatbelt, was admitted to Mayfield
Community Hospital, while McCuiston was treated and released.
Robertson said,
The accident was investigated
by KSP Trooper Rick Williams.
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Foolish economy
In its zeal to the cut the
deficit. the Reagan administration has unwisely proposed
cutting federal grants to
states to fight sexually
transmitted diseases other
than AIDS at a time when
there has been a dramatic increase in syphilis and gonorrhea nationwide

According to the Federal
Centers for Disease Control.
25.514 cases of syphilis were
reported through Sept. 26 of
this year. compared with
18.886 for the corresponding
period last year.
The rise in penicillin -resis-

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

When stocks take a dive, the big boys
can often wind up hurting themselves
NEW YORK I AP — The belief
that it is always the little guy who
gets hurt the most when stocks
take a sudden dive is belied by the
most recent evidence, which suggests the big boys are pummeling
each other instead of someone
else.
Among the stocks that suffered
the biggest losses last week were
those with the greatest capitalization, and these are the ones that
the big investment firms like to
recommend, especially to their institutional clients.
Those clients include mutual
funds, of course, making it possible to argue that the little guy who
owns fund shares is hurt by their
losses. But there is evidence, too,
that many non-institutional investors protected themselves
well
In the second quarter of the
year. when the Dow Jones industrial average was approaching
2,500 points, the household sector
was a big seller. Direct ownership
by that sector fell at a record annual rate of $193 billion.
While the household sector has
been reducing its direct ownership
of corporate shares for several
years, nothing of that magnitude
had even been approached before.
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For all of 1986, the total decline
was $130 billion.
The buyers during this time
have been the big fellows, including international investors
from Japan, Europe and Asia, corporate raiders, sophisticated arbitragers, and corporations
themselves.
These groups were very active
during the period when the
averages were approaching or
reaching their highs and, in fact,
were often cited for having propelled the market to those levels.
Corporate raiders, for example,
demonstrated their ability to boost
prices simply by bidding well
above the existing market, in the
process attracting other investors
to support the price.
And, it might be worth recalling,
every time a corporation repurchases its own stock it reduces the
amount available to others, upsets
the existing supply-demand
balance and thus makes its shares
relatively more attractive.
Since the end of 1983, according
to Federal Reserve compilations,
about $265 billion of corporate
shares have been retired, and the
activity continues at a rate that
could bring the total to $300 billion
by the end of the year.
How much — how significant —
is that? It is, observes John Wright
of Wright Investors' Service, "an
amount equal to more than two
months of trading activity on the
New York Stock Exchange."
Moreover, that reduction in the
amount of stock available,
because of repurchasing by corporations or insiders taking companies private, came during -a
time when vastly more money was
being funneled into the market.
Obviously, with volatility being
as great as it is, many small
shareholders have been badly hurt
by the computer-dictated selling
activities of professional traders
and big portfolio managers.
The declines — and sometimes
advances — resulting from socalled programmed trading occur
too swiftly for most individual investors to react to them.
But some, it seems, didn't need
to react. Earlier, they had acted;
they were already out of the way.
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By Mike Royko

Strike is a drop in owners'bucket

tant gonorrhea has health ptficials particularly worried
The number of these cases
nationwide has doubled during each of the last two years.
It is indeed ironic that
when so much public attention is directed toward dealing with the deadly AIDS epidemic that syphilis and
gonorrhea are making a
comeback. Clearly, there
should be an increase in federal funding to combat these
debilitating diseases. State
and local public-health resources are already stretched
so thin that doctors are finding it difficult to keep pace
with the growing demand for
services.
The Reagan administration
should be strengthening —
not diminishing — the nation's financial commitment
to stop the spread of all venereal diseases. And . Congress
ought to make sure that sufficient federal . funds are made
available • to head off this
mcnace.

The 1988 Reagan budget request calls for $46 million instead of the $50 million that
was spent in 1987 on such
grants to combat venereal
diseases. This despite ominous evidence of a 35 percent
increase in syphilis during the
last 12 months and increases
In a virulent strain of gonorrhea that is resistant to peniC111413
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If the football players have
any doubts that they've lost
their strike, all they have to do is
look at the newest issue of
Forbes Magazine.
In it, they'll find a list of the
400 wealthiest people in America
— men and women whose individual fortunes range from $8.5
billion to a modest $225 million.
Included in this awesome list
are at least eight super-rich individuals or their offspring who
own all or part of eight of the National Football League franchises
One of the wealthiest of the
franchise owners is William C.
Ford, of the auto family, who
owns the Detroit Lions and has a
bundle estimated at $900 million.
That kind of number is hard
for most of us to comprehend.
But to bring it into perspective,
figure it this way:

interest on the interest on the
interest of his fortune — he
could hire some All-Pro palooka
to body slam a quarterback.
For that matter, he could invest that final $400,000 and the
interest on the interest on the
interest on the interest would
bring in $32,000 — which would
satisfy the majority of American
families.
In other words, what most people consider big money, the
$250.000 average salary of professional football players, is little
more than pennies or nickels to
someone like Ford.
Or to Jack Kent Cooke, who
owns the Washington Redskins.
He's up there, too, with a worth
of $900 minion.
Or to young Edward J. DeBartolo Jr., who owns the San Francisco 49ers. His father, Ed Sr., is
worth $1.25 billion. I won't figure up the interest on the interest, etc., on that wad or my calcuIt Ford invested his $900 mil- lator will have a pernia.
lion in nice, safe certificates of
Then you haVe-. Leon Hess,
deposit or government bonds at owner of the New York Jets, who
the going rate of about 8 percent.
he'd earn about $72 million a is worth $625 million; H.R.
Bright, who owns the Dallas
year in interest.
Then if he invested that $72 Cowboys, and comes in at about
million the same way, he'd get $600 million; Carl Pohland, one
about about $5 or $6 million in of the owners of the Minnesota
Vikings, at $550 million; Alex
interest.
Spanos,
of the San Diego CharIf he did the same thing with
his $5 or $6 million, he'd pick up gers, about $500 million; and
Hugh Culverhouse, of Tampa
another $400,000.
And with that $400,000 — the Bay, $250 million.
These eight men alone repre-

sent a total net worth of almost
$6 billion.
And while the other team owners didn't make the Forbes richest 400 list, they're all worth at
least $100 million because that's
about what a franchise sells for
today.
When you have the kind of
money of a Ford, a Bright, a DeBartolo,or the rest of them have,
you don't have to worry about a
picket line around the stadium.
You don't have to worry about
10,000 or 20,000 ticket holders
asking for a refund. You don't
really have to worry if the
players ever come back to work.
You can let them sweat. You
can pick up the newspaper and
laugh when you read about one
of your big stars losing $50,000 in
salary for every game he sits out.
To someone like a Ford or a
Bright, that's walking-around
money. They spend more than
that to throw a party. And, when
the star misses his paycheck,
that's just another $50,000 that
stays in the owner's bank account. Drawing interest, of
course.
As the saying goes,the rich get
richer. And even with the strike,
probably all of the franchises
are going to show a healthy profit this week,just as they did last
week. They're still getting their
TV revenue and they're saving
those big salaries while paying
scab wages.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Gene Scruggs is pictured making a contribution to MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Chairman Donnie Noles who chaired a
road block fund drive that raised
over $1,200 for Telethon of Stars,
Paducah.
Mrs. Olga Freeman spoke at a
meeting of Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood held at home of Mrs.
Harry Sparks.
New officers of Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church Women
are Susan Cunningham, Linda
Carter, Doris Robertson and Hazel
Cunningham.
Tommy Kimbro is pictured with
110-pound doe taken during
bowhunting season in Western
Tennessee.
Twenty years ago
Murray Kiwanis Club will have
its fourth annual do-nut sale
tonight in Murray. Members of
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity will
assist the club members in the
sale.
Punt, Pass and Kick winners in
contest, sponsored by Parker
Motors, were Dennis Lane, Dan
Luther, Dale Hughes, Joe Resig,
George Landolt, Larry Lockhart,
Tyron McCuiston, Glen Jackson,
Ray Lane, Wes Furgerson, Dale
McCuiston, Keith Wade, Martin
Bogard, Jeff Oakley, Jay Wyatt,
Dear Editor:
David Cathey, Rickie Melton and
Congress is about to take action
Ray Simms.
on
a "catastrophic care" plan to
Mr. and Mrs. B.K. Trevathan
expand Medicare that will mean
will observe their 50th wedding anmillions of elderly Americans will
niversary on Oct. 25.
have
to pay for Medicare benefits
Thirty years ago
Willard Byrd of Rt. 3, Murray. that they are unlikely to use. Such
a bill was recently passed by the
was killed instantly in a car-train
House: the Senate is expected to
accident on East Main Street
yesterday at 6:45 a.m. His wife, vote on a similar bill soon. We
think your readers should know
Valerie, was critically injured.
what this legislation could-mean to
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath talked
them, especially if they are
about the history of Murray at a
Medicare beneficiaries or about to
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
become
so.
Murray Woman's Club House. He
Both bills propose to extend
was introduced by Prentice
Medicare's coverage for an acute
Lassiter.
Members of the cast of the play, illness requiring a lengthy hospital
"We Dude It," to be presented stay. But this proposal is expenOct. 22 by Kirksey High School sive and unnecessary given the
Senior Class are Danny Darnell, fact that:
Only about one older person in a
Shirley Wilkerson, Bobby Hall,
Gerald Rule, Gela Edwards, Jean thousand spends more than 60
Parker, Phillip Rogers, Billy days in a hospital every year, acBlakely, Dorothy Parker, Phyllis cording to government studies.
Adams, Lillie Smith and Leona The average stay for hoSpitalized
last year, for example, was less
Lawrence.
Mrs. Bonnie Houston of Los than eight days. In fact, in any
Angeles, Calif., is visiting given year, most elderly
Americans are not hospitalized.
relatives here.
The new coverage would be
Forty years ago
A total of 390 disabled veterans financed by raising current monof World War II in Kentucky had thly Medicare premiums mow
received automotive vehicles at $274.80/year ) for all beneficiaries
government expense by Oct. 1 and adding a new annual
under the "Auto for Amputees" premium, which could be as high
law, according to a release from as $580 a year under the House bill
Veterans Administration Regional and $848 a year under the Senate
version. This new supplemental
office here.
Murray State College premium would be related to inThoroughbreds beat Memphis come and paid by an estimated 40
State 14 to 7 in a football game at percent of all the elderly in this
Cutchin Stadium. Bob Sanders and country.
Although both proposals claim
Tommy Walker went over for the
to protect the elderly from the cost
Murray touchdowns.
Rotary Governor Ralph Hill of a catastrophic illness, neither
spoke at a meeting of Murray bill provides significant coverage
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's for the true catastrophic expense
of old age: long-term care. On
Club House.

FOREIGN POLICY
xe-\)?

That's just too much fire power for a bunch of football players
to deal with. They can stay on
strike until their hair turns
white. And when that happens,
the Fords, Brights and the others would have even a more
impressive bottom line.
The players, unrealistic saps
that they are, don't even have
the support of the fans. If anything, the fans are angry at the
the strikers for depriving them
of their Sunday afternoon entertainment.
They've shown that if they
can't watch Payton or Marino or
Taylor, they'll watch Whoozits,
Whatsis and Whodat. It turns out
that the owners were clever
enough to know what the fans
would buy. After all, many of
them became rich selling stuff
that fell apart once you got it
home.
So the players should wise up,
face reality, admit they are
whipped dogs and slink back to
work under the bosses' terms.
The players should stop kidding themselves that they are
the game. The guys with the billions are the game, just as the
guys with the billions are the
big factories, the great skyscrapers, the oil wells and the printing presses.
The players aren't the game.
They just work there.

C

LI5TEN UP,
.
COACH
,THIS IS
THE GAME PLAN...

r't

Letter To The Editor

Implications of Medicare bill explained
average, nursing home care takes
80 percent of older persons' out-ofpocket expenses over $2,000 a
year.
Millions of retired workers currently receive health insurance
benefits through their former
employers at little or no cost.
Under this new legislation, they
would be forced to pay substantial
new fees without any significant
improvement in their health
benefits: - •
The Health Insurance Association of America (HIAA ) does not

support this legislation.
The HIAA represents 335 commercial health insurers that
underwrite 85 percent of the commercial health insurance sold in
this country.
Sincerely,
Dona De Sanctis
Media Information Specialist
Media & Editorial Services
Health Insurance Association
of America
1001 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20004-2599

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special

Trousers
I

29
No Limit

Expires 10-21-87

11
:
11
One HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

Shirts
Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

85!...5 ,.$379
All Week

Services Offered:
•I
,'
•Wecithnti Omni+ 1.!(—,erv,itio,,
•leallter & Sup dc'

pr 001111q
•W
•Alfteralions & Re ail
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MURRAY TODAY
Cromwell Hauge
has exhibit at
Public Library
The paintings of Cromwell
Hauge, local artist, are now on
display in the meeting room of
Calloway Public Library, 710 Math
St., for the month of October.
The central painting is an oil
portrait of Mary Fuhrmann, a
fellow member of the Murray Art
Guild. The artist reports having
been inspired by a photograph
taken by David Tuck of the Murray Ledger St Times, when he
covered the guild's preparations
for its December open house last
yer.
Two pastels of the alley opposite
the guild's headquarters at 103
North Sixth St., flank the portait
as being some of her favorite
pastels. These were painted seveal
years apart and -from different
perspectives.
'
The composition which includes
the rear of the First Christian
Church is owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hudson of Lakeway
Shores. The other view is owned
by Mrs. John DeLime of Kirkwood
Drive.
Almost all of the paintings on
the north wall are Calloway sites:
one is from Morganfield, a
cousin's home.
A pastel painting of a pitcher
filled with narcissus is a departure
from Hauge's usual technique. She
reports: "I did not like it at first
but it 'grew' on me. Now, I like it
— especially since matting and
framing it.
Hauge makes all of her wooden
frames in a second story studio at
the guild headquarteal. She- cuts
all of her mats with a Stanley utility knife she has used for this purpose since 1967. (Recently,
however, the guild purchased a
professional grade mat cutter
from Betty Hinton's Framer's
Gallery and she said she plans to
learn how to use it).
,

753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER
succE
04111c115T0Fi
s
7:1116
5:15
MICHAEL J. FOX

1Pc•

Matt Dillon and
Diane Lane in
THE BIG TOWN" (R)

7:10
1:10

Couple plans wedding on Dec. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hendrick of
Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Angela Marie, to John
Estel Miles, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Miles of Calloway County.
Sir
Miss Hendrick is a 1987 graduate
of Calloway County High School
and is currently attending Murray
State University.
Mr. Miles is a 1985 graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is currently employed by FisherAWARDS BANQUET — Awards were presented and new officers were Price Toys.
The bride-elect is the grandsworn in recently at the annual Murray Optimist Club banquet. Awards
presented were,top photo, from left. Randy Dunn, Optimist of the Year; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orvis
Dick Ford, special service award; Jim Fain, life membership; Bill Mc. Hendrick and of Mr. and Mrs.
Carthy, Rookie of the year. New officers are, bottom photo, from left. John Brandon. all of Murray.
The groom -elect is the grandson
Bill Rouse, president-elect; Randy Dunn, president; Dick Ford,
of
Mrs. Martha Perry and the late
secretary/treasurer; Bill McCarthy, vice president.
John Perry of Henry County,
Tenn., and of Mr. and Mrs. Estel
Miles of Carroll County.
The wedding has been set for
Friday. Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. at Locust
Grove Baptist Church.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend:

Angela Marie Hendrick and
John Estel Miles to marry

South Pleasant Grove Club meets
UDC Chapter meets
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy held its September
meeting in the home of Mrs.
William Barker, West Main
Street.
Mrs. Edward Davis, chapter
president, opened the meeting
with a pledge to flags and the UDC
ritual. Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker,
chaplain, gave the devotion.
The president gave a review of
1986-87 and preview of 1987-88.
Many of the programs and activities of the chapter were mentioned, especially the charities
and scholarship programs. The
chapter exceeded all other
chapters in the state in the
benevolent and patriotic activities
this past year. She encouraged the
members to do better by fulfilling
the plans made for this year.
Mrs. Inez Claxton gave a report
on the national magazine which,
thanks to Bank of Muray and
Peoples Bank, carried a full page
ad, showing the statute of Robert
E. Lee on the court square in

Welc
ome
to our 4th annual
MIOLLY RIPIGUALD
ROINEXT DOWNEY

The Pkk-up
Artist

FATAL
ATTRACTION
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collection of sights.
smells and creative ideas
for the holiday season
'nab year featuring
the following
Christmas collections
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downtown Murray and the name
of each member and their Confederate ancestor. Two articles.
written by Saly Livesay, past
president of Kentucky Division of
UDC and chapter registrar, were
also printed.
A new member, Mrs. Max
Morgan, was presented her certificate of membership and
welcomed by chapter members.
A future new member was introduced. It was Little Miss Mary
Muse McFarland, 8-months old
daughter of Kim Davis McFarland
and granddaughter of Mary Muse
Davis, which gives the chapter
three generations of one family.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Barker to 12 members and
one guest.
The chapter will have a luncheon and tour of Dover Battlefield at Dover, Ten., on Wednesday. Oct. 21, started at 10 a.m.

Mrs. Doyle Humphreys was
ject each month. This month the
hostess for the September meeting
members gave a donation to
of South Pleasant Grove
PACA 'parents against child
Homemakers Club.
abandoment 1.
"Punch Embroidery" was the
One new member was Mrs. Sanlesson presented by Mrs. Billie
dra Gallimore.
Shelton. Mrs. Clovis Brown gave
Refreshments were served by
the devotion from Romans 12. - Mrs.-Humphreys and Mrs:Delpha
Reports were given by Mrs. Taylor.
Clarkie Butterworth.
Three guests were Mrs.
The club will do a special proGallimore, Mrs. Shelton and Miss

By Abigail Van Buren

New Providence
Club meets at
the Gibbs' home

DEAR LIKES: The mail has
been running 2-to- l in favor of

(Weight Before Cooking 4 Ounces(1 13.4 Grams))

*Quarter Pound Of All American
Lean Beef Served On A
Fresh Sesame Seed Bun
With McDonald's Own Special Cheese.

DEAR ABBY. I have two daughters. ages 13 and 15, who have taken
to wearing their father's boxer
shorts. They sewed up the opening
in front, but a pair of their stitched
up shorts got into their father's
underwear drawer by mistake and
he didn't discover it until he wore it
one day Thank heavens Daddy has
a sense of humor.
OREGON MOM
.Every teen-ager should know the
truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, "What
Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know,"
send a check or money order for 1112.541
and a long, stamped (39 cents), selfaddressed envelope to: Dear Abby.
Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris. III. 61054.)

GARFIELD SAYS

IPS Unoed wur• 51ftd.c•t• Inc

Go out in daylight.
Carry a flashlight in case
of delay returning home.
Safety- Tips From
the National Safety Couffill

Monday-Saturday, Oct. 19th-24th

OPENING
MONDAY, OCT. 19TH

Ladies'Fine Tailored Suits

'Your hill-Service Florist For :Inv Occasion.
• Resh and Silk Arrangements •
Brass • Unique Gifts

50' Savings on a 135" Value

110 N. 12th St. ,
75345/5

McDonald's
• Ns

boxer shorts for girls. However,
one mother had this to say:

FALL SAVINGS

Sale $6750
Msny Styles I Colors to Choose From
Visa-NC-Layaway Avaliabia

Monday-Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.

Good At Mayfield
And Murray Stores.
October 16th
Thru October 29th

The club planned a luncheon al
Patti's 1880 Restaurant at Grand
Rivers for the October meeting

Simple Precautions
Take Horror Out
of Halloween

— Provide youngsters with
DEAR READERS: Don't tell
me it's time to prepare for flashlights to prevent falls on
another Halloween again! Well, sidewalks or porch steps.(Posit is, which means it's time to itively no lighted candles
should be carried!)
remind you that:
— Decorate your child's cosSomebody's child will be seriously injured or killed in a tume and trick-or-treat bag
Halloween-related traffic acci- with reflective tape to make
them highly visible to motordent.
Somebody's child will be ists.
— Remind children that they
badly maimed or fatally burned
should never enter the home of
due to a flammable costume.
Somebody's child will become a stranger or accept rides.
— Adults can help by keeping
violently ill or die after eating
poisoned candy or an apple their yards well-lighted.
— Parents should check all
containing a razor blade.
"treats"
before allowing chilSomebod
y's
child will be
Debbie Gibbs and Lisa Spann
coaxed into an automobile or dren to eat them.
were hostesses for the September lured into
— Very young children should
a secluded area and
meeting of New Providence sexually assaulted
never be out after dark unless
.
Homemakers Club at the home of
To make kire that child isn't accompanied by an adult.
Mrs. Gibbs.
So, make it a safe Halloween,
yours, here Ire some tips to
"Saving Time" was the lesson ensure the safety of your chil- and come Thanksgiving, you'll
have more to be thankful for.
presented by Marla Thomason. dren:
— Use flameproof costumes
club president. The devotion on
•••
"Heaven's Grocery Store" was only. If costumes are made at
home,
treat
the fabric with a
read by Mary Lou Gibbs.
flame-resistant solution.
DEAR ABBY: This concerns the
Elected as secretary-treasurer
— Because masks,floppy hats, issue of the "Boxer Rebellion":
was Debbie Gibbs and as recrea- wigs and veils often
interfere First, a 14-year-old girl wanted to
tional director, Kathy Walls. The with a child's vision, use
make- know your thoughts on the new fad
club decided to collect items to be up instead.
of girls wearing men's boxer shorts.
donated to PACA (parents against
— Accessories such as swords, You said it was "harmless" or words
broomsticks, hatchets, wands, to that effect. Then a Mr. Griffith
child abandonment
Also present were Colleen etc., should be made of card- wrote to say he thought the fad was
Anderson, Debbie Reynolds, Gail board rather than plastic, metal gross and pointed out the fact that
or wood. Sharp items are dan- there was an opening in front large
Herndon and Mary Pullin.
gerous.
enough to stuff a grapefruit
through.
I'd like to tell Mr. Griffith that we
young ladies either use a large
safety pin to close the gap — or we
stitch it shut.
LIKES BOXER SHORTS

Quarter Pounder®
W/Cheese

Erica Hill Other members present were Mesdames Ola Mae
Brandon, Brenda Erwin. Beauton
Hart, Donna Jackson, Clovis
Jones. Jane Key. Hilda Miller, Imogene Paschall and Linda
Workman
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Coming events listed
Monday,Oct. 19
Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
meet at 7 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m
at club house.
————
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 7 p.m. in
board room of Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. For information call
1-442-1310.

Tuesday, Oct. 20
residents will meet at 7 p m at
Fern Terrace Lodge
————
'r
Second night of Hunter Safety
Workshop, sponsored by Calloway
4-H Council, will be from 6:30 to
9:30 p.m. at National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North.
a
————
Richard Jackson will begin two
classes in drawing and painting at
2 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. at Murray Art
Guild. For information call
•
753-1867 or 753-7149
————
Reservations for Purchase Area
Educational public forum to
Homemakers luncheon on Oct. 29
hear representatives of each of
at Clinton should be made by noon
gubernatorial candidates will be
today in office of Jean Cloar, counat 7:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
ty extension agent in home
Library. This is sponsored by
economics.
AAUW. Business and Profepsional
————
Women and League of Women
Events at Calloway Public
Voters.
Library include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at
Hunter Safety Workshop, spon10:30
3:30p.m. and 6:30p.m
sored by Calloway County 4-H
————
Council, will be from 6:30 to 9:30
First Region of Kentucky School
p.m. at National Guard Armory.
Boards Association will met at 6
Highway 121 North. For informap.m. at Lyon County High School.
tion call Jane Steely. 753-1452.
————
•
————
Health Express of MurrayParenting Class will begin at
Calloway County Hospital will be
Murray-Calloway County
at Dexter Senior Citizens Cener
Hospital. For information call
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Lakeland
•..
753-5131, ext. 144.
Wesley Village, Benton, from
_
,
,
, •
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure.
————
diabetes and an,plus $4 ColoProspective member night will
rectal cancer kits will be offered.
be at 7 p.m. at Murray Moose
————
Lodge.
Cancer Support Group will meet
————
at 2 p.m. in board room of MurrayMurray High School J.V. team
Calloway County Hospital.
will play a football game with
————
Fulton City there at 6:30 p.m. MES
Ethan Hall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hall of Rt. 2, Murray,
Living with Diabetes will meet
Soccer team will play a game with
celebrated
his third birthday on Friday, Oct. 16. A party was planned for
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
Heath there at 5 p.m.
Mrs.
Nancy's
and Mrs. Jaclde's class at Apple Tree School, Murray,
of
Murray
-Calloway County
————
where Ethan attends. Also a visit to Show Biz Pizza at Paducah was
Hospital.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
planned. Ethan's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Johnson of Pilot
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
————
Oak.
.4 great-grandmother is Mrs. Lucy Yates, also of Pilot Oak.
Positive
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Parenting for parents
of Carter and Robertson Schools
Children's activities -tor-. boys and other . interested parents will-.
be from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
and girls up to 12 years of age with
Golden Corral.
Donnie Buchanan in charge will
be at 6 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
————
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will
Winners of golf play on WednesChurch. High school and younger
New Concord Ladies' Bible have activities at the club on
day. Oct. 14, have been released
men will play basketball at 7 p.m.
Class all denominations( is Wednesday, Oct. 21.
by Erma Tuck, hostess, as
scheduled to meet at 1 p.m. For infollowsBridge
Crouse,
with
-Paula
Friendship Circle of First
formation call 436-2518 or 436-2231.
First place team — won on count
phone 753-1703, listed as hostess, is
United Methodist Church will
back
— Sue Wells, Linda Roach,
meet at 7 p.m.
- Dance with music by Bill James scheduled to start at 9:30 a.m.
Crystal
Parks and Irene Woods;
————
and the Wonder Band will be at
Golf play will start at 10 a.m.
Second place team — Murrelle
Parents Anonymous will meet
7:30 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller and members
are asked to note Walker, Nancy Rogers, Florence
at 6 p.m. For information call
Rink.
the change -in.,tirne, Mary- MOR-- Hensley and Erma
762-6862 or 762-6851.
tgomery. phone 753-6312, will be
Third place team — Sue Lamb,
————
Murray Moose Lodge will have hostess. Pairings
Bobbie
will
Burks, Bronda Parker and
be
made
at
New Directions in Campus
enrollment night at 8 p.m. with of- the tee.
Linda
Oliver.
Ministry will collect canned goods
ficers to meet-at 7 p.m.
on Olive and Wells Boulevards and
————
connecting streets for the benefit
Senior citizens' activities will be
of Need Line starting at 6 p.m.
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center:
Students will be wearing t-shirts
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
with ministry logo.
Willis Centers; and from 10 a.m.
————
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
it%
\ 1 III U.. Ketier Homes
cat or other large cutter, cut
Bible Study (nonAnd 1.4rden.}.,d i.dilor
————
dough into desired shapes.
denominational will be at 7 p.m.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
Carefully transfer cutouts to
Make giant cat cookies for your
at New Life Christian Center, 115
American Legion Building, South
greased cookie sheets. Reroll
favorite
Halloween
beggars.
Our
South Fourth St., Murray.
Sixth and Maple Streets.
dough trimmings for additional
test
kitchen
adjusted
the
sugar.
————
————
cookies.. Bake in 375-degree oven
Racer Club will meet at 6 p.m.
Murray State University Wind cookie dough so it's easy to han13 to 15 minutes. Remove cookies;
dle,
even
for
large
cookies. Use
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Ensemble will present a free concool completely on wire rack.
two
spatulas
to
transfer
the
cert at 8 p.m. in Curris Cente,r
————
Decorate with frosting. Makes
cutouts to the cookie sheet and to
Ballroom.
Tuesday, Oct. 20
about 4 large cookies.
move
the
baked
cookies to the
————
Music Department of Murray
Frosting: In a small mixer bowl
cooling
rack.
large
Any
cookie
cutSenior Adults of First Baptist
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
beat
14 cup shortening with an
Church will meet at 8 a.m. at ter will do. but we used a 7-inch
p.m. at club house.
electric
mixer for 30 seconds. Add
church to go to Lone Oak Baptist copper cookie- cutter made
———
1
cup
sifted powdered sugar,
especially
for
Better
Homes
and
Church for an area-wide meeting.
Free blood pressure checks will
beating
until
fluffy. Stir in 1 teasGardens readers.
————
be given by 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
poon vanilla. Alternately add
Fidelis Class of Elm Grove BapMurray Seventh-day Adventist
Kit-tiat Cookies
another 1 cup sifted pdwdered
tist Church will meet at 2:30 p.m.
Church, South 15th and Sycamore
3 cups all-purpose flour
sugar and I to 2 tablespoons milk,
at church.
Streets.
21.
2 teaspoons baking powder
beating until frosting is of
————
12 teaspoon salt
spreading consistency. Remove
Golden Circle Class of Elm
Retirees of Local 1068 UAW1 cup sugar
and set aside 2-3rds of the
Grove Baptist Church will meet at
AFL-CIO and other locals and
I cup shortening
frosting; tint remaining frosting
7 p.m. at home of Electa
their spouses will have a potluck
2 eggs
with food coloring as desired.
Fulkerson.
supper at 5:30 p.m. in Fellowship
1 tablespoon milk
Decorating: To decorate cat
Hall of First Christian Church.
— ——
12 teaspoon lemon or almond" cookies, use white, green, dark
Group III of CAT of First Chris- extract
————
brown and light brown frostings.
tian Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
Frosting
Spread body with white and dark
in home of Margaret Boone.
sensibly Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Decorating supplies: Coconut. brown frostings to create spots.
————
at Health Center.
shoestring licorice, green gum- Frost head with light brown
Mothers' Morning Out will meet drops, miniature
————
semisweet frosting. Use greet frosting for cat
at 9 a.m. at First United Methodist chocolate pieces and
Murray Optimist Club will meet
red cin- collar..
Church.
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family
namon candies
Sprinkle coconut over cat body.
Restaurant.
————
In a medium mixing bowl stir Finish ears with small strips of
Ladies Bible Class will meet at together flour, baking powder
————
and shoestring licorice. For cat eyes,
9:30 a.m. at University Church of salt; set aside. In a
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
large mixer use green gumdrops that have
Christ.
at Calloway Public Library.
bowl beat sugar and shortening been rolled flat and cut into a tearwith an electric mixer until fluffy. ..drop shape. Attach a miniature
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of Add eggs, milk and extract;
Murray Christian Women's Club
beat semisweet chocolate piece in
Columbus, will be played at 7:30 well. Add flour
will meet at 12 noon at Seven Seas
mixture, beating center of each eye with frosting
p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's with electric mixer
Restaurant.
Form shoestring licorice strips
until combinCatholic Church
————
ed. Cover and chill several hours into whiskers; place miniature
Support group for families and
or overnight. .
semisweet chocolate pieces in
friends of nursing home or perOn a floured pastry cloth, roll center for nose. Decorate collar
sonal care home patients or
(Cont'd on page 6)
dough 3-8ths inches thick. Using with cinnamon candies.

A,

Celebrates third birthday

Events- pi-armed at Oaks

Recipe for giant cat cookies
given for Halloween occasion

We are pleased to announce
the addition of
Sue Sammons to
our staff istpUTY 84L04

DEBBIE & CAROL'S
601 South 12th
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
753-5540

4oe-- egfiew
Cypress Springs Restaurant
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Club hears Mrs. Lowry
"Kentucky Women in Politics"
was the subject of the program
presented by Betty Lowry at the
Sept. 24th meeting of Murray
'Magazine Club at the home of Lois
Sparks.
Mrs. Lowry reviewed the role of
women of the Antebellum south
and how they progressively
became more active and influential in the political arena.
The speaker named some of the
women who have been active in
Kentucky politics: Laura Clay of
Richmond who became a primary
voice of the Kentucky Suffrage
Society; Emma Guy Cromwell
who served as secreary of state
and as state treasurer; and Martha Layne Collins, currently the
governor of the state.

Mrs towry noted that in the
present political picture, women
are out voting men. Seventy-one
percent of women ove 18 register
to vote — 64,000 more than men.
In conclusion, Mrs. Lowry said
that in the past 100 years women
have worked to move._away from
the role ':Making Coffee instead of
Policy; Licking Envelopes instead
of the Opposition."
Devotional thoughts, based on a
selection from Dorothy McKenzie's "Little Lessons from Life,"
were given by Pauline Johnston.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Sparks to 23 members
present.
The club will meet Thursday.
Oct. 22, at 2 p.m. in the home of
Joan Mayne.

DATEBOOK
Mary Bogard is golf medalist
Mary Bogard was medalist and Diane Villanova had overall low putts
at the last 1987 ladies' day golf play at Murray Country Club. Low net
winners were Martha Sue Ryan, Mary Frances Bell, Pat Claypool and
LaVerne Ryan. Low net second place winnters were Janet Wallis, Janet
Fitch, Frances Richey and Aileen Castrale. Margaret Shuffett and thus
Orr were golf hostesses for the play on Wednesday, Oct. 14.

Golden Agers will not meet
The Golden Age Club will not meet on Thursday, Oct. 22, because of
the bazaar and luncheon on Saturday, Oct. 24, at First United Methodist
Church. The women of the church will be using the social hall on Thursday and will be unable for the club to have its monthly social, a club
spokesman said.

Smothermon promoted in Army
Charles D. Smothermon, son of Gary C. and Mary L.
Smothermon, Rt.
5, Murray, has been promoted to the rank of private first
class in the
United States Army. He is a medical specialist with the
25th Medical
Battalion at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. He is a 1985
graduate of
Calloway County High School.

Widows'group to be formed
A Widows' Support Group will be organized on Monday, Oct. 26,
at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The purpose will- be "to
help
widOwelearn to be self-sufficient and live after the death of a spouse,
and to help understand feelings`bf hostility and emptiness," said
Peggy
Carraway, coordinator for the group. This support group, not offered
by
any church and at no charge, is open to all widows. For more
information call Mrs. Carraway at 435-4501 after 4:30 p.m.

Shapiro finishes training
Cadet Cynthia L. Shapiro, daughter of Paul J. and Sandra L. Shapiro
of Rt. 8, Benton, received practical work in military leadership in the
U.S. Army ROTC advance camp, Fort Lewis, Wash. The six-week
camp, attended by cadets Ormally between their third and fourth year
of college, includes irfstrAiction in communications, management and
survival training. Successful completion of the advanced camp and
graduation from college results in a commission as a second lieutenant
in either the U.S. Army, Army Reservice or National Guard for the
cadet. Shapiro is a student at Murray State University,

We are pleased to announce that
Susie Imes, bride-elect ofJeffSimmons, has made her selections
from our bridal registry for
decorative accessories.
Susie and Jeff will be married
Nos.. 14, 1987.

He are pleased to announce that
Cindy Robinson, bride-elect of
Wyman Burns, has made her
selections from our bridal registry
for decorative accessories.
Cindy and Wyman will be married Nov. 29, 1987,

Piet 1
imports

4Ir (ent4 r

Unlimited ),
,
Tanning
Special
1 Month*

Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake
Special — Tues. Wed & Thurs, Oct. 20-22

4 Pc. Broasted Chicken Dinner
Reg $3 95 - /
1
2 Chicken
Regular Order Only
Comes with Slaw. Potatoes.
Rolls & Honey
Hours: Tues. Wed, Thurs 4-8 p.m.
Fri 8, Sat 8 a.m.-9 p.m.: Sun 8 e.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Mon.

Located 15 miles South of

436-5496

y,
Murr
0a4IIIEt
1I

#
e
4e.AI PI

Only

$2
500

*Must sign up in October
and use by end of November!

apple blossom

BOUTIQUE
Orm% num n
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Tuesday,Oct.;4)
Ladies Bible Class Al meet at
9:30 p.m. and Singles will meet at
7 p.m. at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will Include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.
————
Wednesday.Oct.21
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
——— Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include bridge
at 9:30 a.m. and golf at 10 a.m.
————
J.N. Williams Chapter of United
Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet at 10 a.m. for a tour and luncheon at Dover, Tenn.
————
Free government commodities
will be distributed from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at County Road Department, East Sycamore Street.
————

Wednesday,Oct.21
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 1030 a.m.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Murray High School will
distribute report cards in first five
minutes and collect them last five
minutes of school day in
homeroom. A printout sheet will
be sent home to parents or
guardian.
————
Kentucky High School Athletic
Association Basketball Clinic will
be at 7 p.m. at Murray High
School.

Wednesday, Oct. 21
Center. Admission is free.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racer volleyball team will play
Southeast Missouri at 7 p.m. at
Racer Arena. Admission is free
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will be noon revival luncheon at 12 noon; Pizza Pig-Out
for youth and guests at 6 p.m.;
revival at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 10
a.m.; business meeting, Youth
BASIC. and Children's Choirs
at 6:30 p.m., Adult Choir at 7:45
p.m.
————
Board of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m.
————
A family night potluck with
Fidelis Class in charge of arrangements will be at 6 p.m. at
Elm Grove Baptist Couch.

Murray State University
students from 36 foreign countries
will display artifacts and show
slides of their native countries at
International Bazaar from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. on second floor of Curris

Save on America's Finest Computers
And Our Exclusive Electronics!

Radio/haft
A DIV.SADAI OF TANOv COMPORATCAy

SPECTACULAR
SAVINGS
Save
rri 103 $200
i5

Low As $50 Per Month•

Reg.
1199.00

Save
$6195

288

Reg Separate
Items 1498.95

HO system for superior
Timer recording Cable picture detail Quick-ready 110-ch tuner

1

1000 by Realistic

Save $300

Save $70

6999P9900

129

Low As $35 Per Month
-

Reg. 199.95

Low As $15 Per Month •

Get our CD-2300 CD player
is4

2-5006t. Reg
219.95. at 10% off when
purchased vwth System 100c.

In-Dash AM/FM
Stereo Cassette

32-Number
Speakerphone

By Realistic

DU6FONE -166 by Radio Shack

3
p 99

Compact Stereo
Phono System

Save $50

—

By Realistic

40 Off

7

Reg
Cut 114195 239.95

$100 owl"
Low as $15 Per Month •

7995

Low As $15
Per Month •

Reg. 129.95

Has 6 FM/6 AM presets Auto-

Make and take hands-free calls TouchTone/pulse dialing'. #43-604

reverse cassette #12-1929

6 x 9"Speakers
HALF
PRICE
Reg.

99,95

Handle 120 watts of power'
Big woofer, 21/2" midrange.
1 1/2" tweeter 012-1859

Low AS $15
Per Month •

Hear police, fire. and
more! #20-124

I

I"

•

Reg
10.95

With probes #22-212
Battery extra

- Cut 25%

29

Reg.
39.95

1 •
.

f

i

Crystals extra

8-Range
Pocket VOM
By Micront •
27%
Off
!Iii
_ .795
.o- l

Save
920

530

Reg.

I

With Channel-14
crystals. #21-1610
Batteries additional
crystals extra

Personal
Telephone
ET-120 by
Radio Shack
eig

T.J's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045

::: 41„,te

' LIZV
1735
i
i Pulse dialing'.

White. #43-501.
Brown, #43-502

By Realistic

.

i

1990 1

,.

Reg. 39.95

Reg. Separate ',.____
Items 29.90

Rich, stereo sound! With
coiled cord. 1/4" plug

Only 9/i6" thin #12-12C

#33-1004

a

#33-1000 Batteries extra

Pocket-Size
Weatheradio'

Two-Station
Intercom
By Archer'

RO,1' ,,'

Cut 25%

.
114,95
Reg.

Battery extra

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

w•--,-----

33%
Off

Cut 25%
;195

The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at Murray State University played a
big part in raising the funds for the knights of Columbus. Members of
that fraternity that participated are, from left: Robert Voung, Dan
Ruark, Robert Judy, Adam Diamont II, Todd Dozier, Craig Butler, Kyle
Selby and Tim Bonne.

Receiver &
Headphones

LV-10 by Realistic

2_

VI!

Use in Car or RV
Take it anywhere! Earphone
lack. With AC adapter, 12VDC
power cord 016-114 Batter,es extra

\Nr.---• eh/
-- --Rea g
40;
f;.----R9m

16.

19 95

neretore fl-areas nreng OrNy pulse 'rotary owl'nes

Pair

14'95

With cable #43-222

Hear forecasts anywhere! 412-151

Battery extra

Check Your Phone Book for the!tattle /bat* Store or Dealer Nearest You
you can

roe oew iong distance systems aqd cOoloureleoserv•ces PU156,540'4E1E6 Phones work on DOM rotary,dim 30018.
i.nes, but 00 aototoduce tones FCC rerpstred Not tor party ',nes We sery'ce anal we
no tones

$219
Special Good Oct. 19-24

Reg. 99.95

Stereo
Headphones

A 4

Cut 35%

tpRoGRAmmARE
TOUCH 101.1E,PuISE phOneS *On On botr, tone all wise lines
reown

use servces

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

6995

369.95
cassettes
Record
from compact
discs, FM/AM or optional mikes
AC/battery operation. #14-525

TRC-88 by Realistic
ii

t

Cut

Battp—os ex,,a

By Reahslic

..., Reg.
119.95

Cassette. FM/AM. phono 17'
high speakers. #13-1225

by Realistic

24995

1O-Ch./5-Band Three-Channel
' Scanner Walkie-Talkie

8995

Reg

139.95

Portable Stereo
Portable B&W TV
By Realistic
With CD Player CD-3300

By Realist::

530
Off

Dick Maddox and his sons, Coleman, right. and Aaron. attempted to
raise money recently during the knights of Columbus Tootsie Roll
Drive. After two days of seeking donations, the li.O.C. raised $1.715 for
W.A.T.C.H.

or

is SA-1000 Integrated Amp
• Rack
• Two 3-Way Speakers
• Digital AM/FM Tuner
• Dual-Cassette Deck•
Phono•7-Band E0

value."
Tandy Computers: Because there is no better

,- .-,- - - ,

American Heart
Association

SnOw,
.1thoptionat CO plave•

TV extra

16-Color and High-Resolution Graphics
Learn how to program! Sound effect
Attaches to any TV #26-3334

_

349.95

Stereo Rack System With
Remote Control
System

Color
Computer
3"

By Tandy

_

Volunteer.

#16-508 Remote batte,ies extra

Extended BASIC
Color Computer 3-Y

Pair

Reg.

Low As $15 Per Month •

Low As $62 Per Month •

49

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Skywalk at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

146i

With CM-5 Color Monitor

)

p.m.

25-1600

compatible! With Personal
DeskMate 2 software
#25-1600

25-1600 1023

Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m., Youth Club at 5 p.m. and
Worship and Education at 7:15

Remote VHS VCR With HQ
Model 19 by Realistic•

PC

Cut 124895
$250

Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m., Bethel Bible Class with
Billie Marvin at 6:30 p.m., and
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.

Li

99900
Monitor extra

Wednesday, Oct. 21
Halloween party will be from 6
to 7 p.m. at First Presbyterian
Church. Choir rehearsal will be at
6:30 p.m.

!I

640K Tandy' 1000 TX
ma

. .'I'.(.1 I.

Most Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEAL PS

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

Murraye

Ledger & Times
1117111tr:
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Flower power :-

Farmers receive good news;
corn prices to rise next year

•

4

Corn prices may jump by 15 to 40
cents per bushel during the next
year, compared with last year's
average seasonal price. And that's
the first good news gram farmers
have heard for several years.
"USDA projections released
last week of how much corn is in
storage, how much will be used in
the coming year and the size of
this fall's harvest is encouraging
news for once," said Steve Riggins, University of Kentucky Extension agricultural economist.
\ The economist explained that
domestic usage of corn is increasing. Exports are increasing, as a
result the lower price of U.S. corn
and production appears to be influencing the smaller corn
supojes
JuslThow much corn prices will
increase depends, Riggins said, on
the volume and timing of the issuance of Payment-In-Kind PIN
certificates, a sort of scrip by
which farmers receive title to
grains in storage in lieu of direct
cash payments for participation in
government programs.
"If the PIK certificates are not
issued earlier than ususal, an artificially tight stock situation may
develop by late spring or early
summer that could force prices up
by 15 to 25 cents per bushel above
the posted county loan rate —
which will push up the average
seasonal price by 40 cents." Higgins said.
If the certificates are issued in
the spring or early summer, corn
supplies would be quite adequate
to handle the demand anticipated
and would dampen any rise above
the projected 15 cents per bushel
increase. Riggins said.
Farmers who want to take advantage of the chance of a tight
late-spring-early-summer supply

Federal aid
to farmers
Commodity Credit Corp price
and income support in billions
of dollars per fiscal year

In billions of dollars tor 1986

$27

24
21

la
15
12
9
6
3
1975 76

78 '80 '82 '84 '86'

'Estimate

Chicago Tribune Graphic
by Tim
Source: National
Gardening Association

Commodity Credit company
to offer cash for certificates
Original holders of Commodity
Credit Credit Corporation generic
commodity certificates who have
not exchanged them by the expiration date for CCC inventory or
transferred them to another person
may request cash for a percentage
of the value of the certificates.
Original holders must return
their certificates with a written
payment
request
to
the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service County Office
where they were issued.
Original holders of certificates
with expiration dates of December
31, 1986 through April 30, have until October 31 to request an exchange fOr 85 percent of the face

value. Original holders of certificates with expiration dates May
1, 1987 or later have from the expiration date plus six months to request an exchange for 85 percent of
the certificate's face value.
Original holders of certificates
who miss the October 31, 1987 or the
6-month deadline have until 18
months after the expiration date to
request an exchange for 50 percent
of the certificate's face value.
As required by the Balanced
Budget and Emergency Control act
of 1985, 4.3 percent will be deducted
from the payments made for certificates issued under the 1986 price
support and production adjustment
programs.

FROZEN FOOD SALE

GET ME FOODS
YOU'VE BEEN CRAVING
AT CASEI.,OT SAV1NGS•
. ,_
_
PICK UP ON:

SALI
UST
PIM

"This finding is consistent with
what has been widely suspected
that the farm crisis is hitting the
mid-size farmers hardest. It may
be that in a few years we will have
a farm population made up of
small part-time farmers and very
large full-time farmers with few in
the mid-size range," Reed said.

October 15-31
Special prices on livestock equipment!

11/19
— --,
$ALE
CASE
PIKE

TOTAL
IIISCINPTION
en
ittla .,
•
ANT
EWES 111101112S
Suced lloyexasten Spy Awes tor I."
00S
A It
'79
.14
BIlet P
17 •"
009
. sti
15 16
Marron BlEkbe•rres IOF a•S
011
S' 'n
999
Bumf Flaspberrres 104 SI,••
013
.. .ti
1149
Curtixated Blueberries 10F '01"
014
1430
Maine Wffo(weber., ig• sa ••
017
2
11 99
Dark Sweet Cherries l09 so ••
023
,99
kard I at, the•ies • sugar 306
,
024
51•• '
16 39
Red Tarr Che
,
ies IOF 'l•
025
¶20 •
593
Ifeked F r,,,t 10F 194".
•
101
123 •
12 29
Fiaroriand s N4r1astestern F I .11 Medley 104 6 - 10 —
104
1 90 !t• . 15 79
Sh(ed Pear nes tOf 59•
128
7 rg
1 44 19
*Aka,s F ,nest Pineapple Chunks 109 ?*5• —
130
/ 3710
¶365
Red Raspberws HY Sr,"
144
744l5
12 19
Large Whole Su aftiber,es 10F 106"
151
• t 62 lb
16 19
Suter, Strawberries * sugar 300
196 • lb
155
31 59
Sutlers Stiawberses * cusp, 6 •
160
1 39 lb
999
JOKES
NryL)1( lace Cancerarat• 24 17 01"
83- can
1989
l
*eke,s C• artery j1.1.(e COCklail COnt 7412 or
210
1 51 'can
36 19
—
Sunbrigm Grapefrod Juice Conc 74 12 oz ••
232
1 03!can
-2449
Grape Juice Concentrate 24 12 gz
233
79!car,
I869
%rod ight l emnnade Concentrate 24 • 12 oz
157 .
64-can
15'9
Suntsight Fk—ange Juice Concentrate 74 -6 ot"
271"
66,can
1539
Sunbright Orange Juice Concentrate 24120% ••
277
Sdicao
2279
/
Doter...rap& Jute Conc entr ate 24:12 or "
2919
122 can
774
DO* P'N'afMe Orange Juice Concentrate 24. 12 or "
276
122 can
29 19
ENTINE*
Armour s Traditional Amer can Selection a C1 5•
292 ea
2329
Armour s Oriental Beet & Broccolr I nuee 6 CI a a
312
3 50 ea
2099
Armour's Oriental Beet 6 Peppers Entree 6 Ct 4 ••
313
350 ea
2099
Better Baked s Olde World Pasta 3 Tray;- 73'
320
20 113
Little Char he s Nis Supreme 24 So:
325
91 ea
2189
!
Little Chart.,s Pepperoni Pizza 24-601
326
91 ea
2169
....,
DELUXE VEKTABLE$
Whole Green Beans 6 74
375
109 lb
'299
Broccoli Florets 6-21
1 49 19
378
1779
Baby Whole Carrots 12 21
380
86 lb
20 59
Silver Treat White Corn 12-29
381
77, lb
¶839
Chinese Pea Pods(SOO* Peasi 3 2.
335 _4. 227 lb
1359
Petite Peas 62'
— 396
1 1119
f3 49
GAMES VESIETAILES
Asparagus Cuts 8 Igo sor 104
168 'lb
1679
Cut Greer Beans 122.-i
412
63,lb
18 69
Baby 1 rota Bean 12/2'-I
413
8246
2.459
Fa!41,0011 lima Beans 12200,
415
1 24. lb
18 59
Broccoli Cuts 12/2e
•
416
7719
1839
Broccoli Spears 12/26
417
115116
20 39
Broccoli Spears •Caur flower Pack $770ITS
93 lb
2229
Brussels Sprouts 12/2*
419
92 lb
21 99
Cauliflower 12/20
9619
422
22 79
Whole kernel Corn t2l2:
426
eirb
20 69
Fancy Sliced Mushrooms 10F 254
¶52. fb
15 19
Garden Peas 1212,
4
527
5619
¶669
Mired yerables 12/2'a
533
MA
2029
_
Yeaetabte Vaiiety Pack, 12i24
— ..
62,16
500 ,
19 59
,
Blended Vegetable Variety Pack 9120
594
1 CrUlb
¶859
NEAT 11 SEIM SPECIALTY ITEMS
McCain s French f ries 12/20
627
54•19
1579
!
McCain s Shoestring French Fries, 12/20 oz
628
664
1289
McCain s Potato Pulls. 12/24
629
813/16
15 69
Penobscot Pl$419 $kOrlit, t2I 10 oz boxes
$43116
630
10110
Elieacteo Oman Bongs, 12(10
I 9919
672
¶429
Pizza Slices. Cheese 991301
• 527
27 ea
15 99
Sob Pretzels. 5012') oz
679
/6 ea
759
8E0E91 I INEASFAST ITEM
Lenders Plain Bagels 12/6 packs
, 702
99,0
It 79
Thomas English Muffins 12112 pocks
705
1 90/ph
2279
Sara Lee Pound Cake, 81120, cakes
ile.
115
2 27 ea
¶699
Sara lee Blueberry Muthns, 24/4 oz
716
¶639
69 ea
Chocolate Rocky Cooke Dough, 2r3 lb tubs
719
23706
14 19
Chocolate Rocky Assorted Cookies_ce pecks
720
44 ea
10 49
TOTAL AMOUNT
—No Sugar Added to these hurts Senses & lurces
Add sales lax in Vi
KO Mom killvilveley Nee Freya
ADVANCED 090899 ONLY

_

Co-op Bunk Feeder
Item No. 15700
• Molded one piece poly tub
• Rounaed comers tor safety
• Rust resistant galvanized frame
.Tone latest development in
feeders
• w.• aC74.7
Tennessee

$79.00

Round Bale Hay Feeder

Hay Rack for
Co-op Bunk Feeder
Item No 15701

$69
.
95

I

753-1423

Item No 15638
•
galvanized materials
• ,,iant bar design
•8 it diameter
• 48-in neignt

5

Round Bale Hay Feeder
Automatic
with Solid Bottom
Blue Mule Squeeze
Hea
Item No 1 5635
vy-Duty
Chute
Headgate
905."
1Item No 15965
Item No 1 5637
• Complete with heavy-duty neadgate
Model CL 1
*299." • Side exit
• Removable side panes
• Portable 3-point hitch allows easy rrovemenl

Manual HeavyDuty Headgate s649.°°

I

r

Industrial Rd.

The survey, conducted in 1986,
found that farmers with high farm
sales were more likely to anticipate expanding their operations through borrowing than
those in the mid-range, he said.
In addition, Reed said, those
who planned to buy land were
more likely to be in the 25-44 age
group and had borrowed before
but were not overextended at the
time of the survey.
"Those with off-farm income
were more lily to anticipate
land purchases than those whose
income came solely from farming," Reed said.
The farmers surveyed also said
they were more cautious in buying
new farm machinery than in the
past, with an increasing number
opting to make do with what they
have or buy used machinery, Reed
Those who indicated they plann-. said.
"Overall, the survey suggests
ed to leave farming were more
that
Kentucky agriculture is still
likely to have missed a debt payment than those who did not plan adjusting to the farm crisis and
to quit. And, Reed said, they were the shake out is far from over,"
more likely to have sold land in the Reed said.
past to meet their debts and indicated they had cut living expenses in an attempt to shore up
their finances.

HARVEST OF VALUES
SALE

Farm • Home • Garden

-—

Fewer Kentucky farmers plan
to buy land in the next few years
than did in the heyday of the 1970s
and those who say they will buy
more land intend to borrow less to
make the purchase, according to
responses of some 1,500 farmers
surveyed by a team of agricultural
economists at the University of
Kentucky.
"Basically, we found Kentucky
farmers more cautious than they
had been, but still somewhat optimistic that the worst farm crisis
since the 1930s eventually will
yield better times," said Mike
Reed, one of the economists who
surveyed the farmers.
Some 14 percent of all farmers
said they planned to quit farming
by 1990, with most of those planning to quit in the mid-size farm
range, he said.

Chicago Towne Chen
Source' U S Department of Agriculture

@Southern States

ORDER BEFORE:::'10/31

Murray Ledger &s Times

Fewer state farmers
plan to buy farm land
over the next few years

Retail sales for gardening

may want to obtain Commodity
Credit Corporation loans and
redeem them as quick as possible
with PIK certificates while the
posted county prices are still low
because of the seasonal harvest
glut.
Once the early basis recovery
levels off, they then might want to
sell some of their supplies in
several smaller increments so
that they will still have some to
sell should the tight stock situation
develop. Riggins said.
In addition, farmers may want
to purchase call options to protect
their deficiency payments should
the average price go above the
loan rate, he said. If corn prices do
increase substantially, farmers
may also want to consider forward
pricing some of their next fall's
crop when prices are peaking.
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Item No 15962
Mode4 CL 3

tax,
Universal Bunk
Feeder
Item No 15633
Model FB1 1P

41

$99 00

• Deep Round poly bottom is lough won •Jst
or rot
• Wide stance prevents tipping
• Round bottom prevents tapping of feed
in corners

Universal Squeeze
Chute
'
Item No 15966
• Simple one-man operation permits
cattle to enter from the rear and exit
eocn the front or side

Hay Rack for FE111P Feeder $69g.00 ,unasse,yin
Item No 15643
it ES ST) 9

Wheel Kit for Universal
Squeeze Chute
Item No 15959
*1 99.00

949."

Round End Stock Tanks
Model

Item No.

RE,44

15208
15710
15730

RE225,
RE328

Capacity
15 ga,
145 gal
300 gal

Protein Blocks
October Special
:177.00 ton

Henry Farmer's Co-Op
Westwood Street at the Y
Paris, TN
1-901-642-1385

Sale
'48,96
82.78
96.35
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Racers even record at 3-3

Murray ends losing streak,
muscles past Liberty 34-12

Murray State's Lance Golden (56) and Reggie Kennedy (38) tackle a Liberty runner
Steve Hill and Kent
Lapa pursue the play. MSI: beat the visiting Flames 34-12 Saturday night. MSI: visits as
Tennessee Tech Oct. 24.
staff photo by II4%1(1 Tuck

rot'm1-111)

EKU fumbles itself out of OVC lead
By SKIP LATT
AP Sports Writer
Two costly second-half turnovers, not a last-gap, 52-yard
field goal attempt that went awry,
are what dropped Eastern Kentucky out of the lead in the Ohio
Valley Conference, according to
Colonels Coach Roy Kidd.
The Colonels slipped to 4-1.
overall and 1-1 in the OVC Saturday by dropping a 17-16 decision to
Middle Tennessee State.
Players on both teams were
holding their breath at the finish
as they watched a 52-yard field
goal attempt by Eastern's James
Campbell hit the right upright and
bounce back onto the playing field.
The Middle Tennessee victory
gives the Blue Raiders, 4-2
overall, a 2-0 league mark and a
share of the OVC lead along with
Youngstown State, 4-2 and 2-0,
which downed Austin Peay 20-18
Saturday.

Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy
Kidd said the blame for the loss
did-s not lie with Campbell,
however.
The game wasn't lost at the
end. It was lost when Middle turned two turnovers into points and
we missed a field goal and a pointafter. There's where it was lost,"
said Kidd. whose Colonels entered
the game ranked fourth in Division I-AA.
The two turnovers set up a
43-yard field goal by Middle Tennessee's Joe Lisle and tailback
Gerald Anderson's second 6-yard
scoring run of the afternoon.
In the only other league matchup, Tennessee Tech, 4-2 and 2-1,
blasted Morehead State, 1-5 and
0-2, by a 52-14 score.
OVC teams took a pair of nonconference games as Murray
State, 3-3, downed 'Liberty 34-12
and Tennessee State, 2-3-1, drop(Cont'd on page 9)

By CLAY V. ALKER
Sports Editor
No one's saying that Liberty
would have won, but no one was
counting the Flames out at the
time
Murray State. coming off a
three-game road trip that produced nothing more than three losses
and an abundance of bumps and
bruises, was in need of a win.
However, trailing 20-12, Liberty
quarterback Paul Johnson was
marching his team down the field
in the fourth quarter. That's when
two MSU defenders made a sandwich of the Flames' thrower as he
released his final completion, giving him a mild case of whiplash
and removing him from the game.
The Liberty offense stalled and
MSU took advantage of the
momentum swing to push in two

more touchdowns and even its
lead.
record at 3-3 with a 34-12 win. at
Johnson, however, began pickRoy Stewart Stadium Saturday
ing apart the MSU defense which
night.
allowed IA points on its road trip,
"That really changed a lot of
striking first on a 28-yard pass to
things. I don't know if they would
Craig White. The play was set up
have scored, but they were sure
when Proctor was intercepted on
heading that way," Racer coach
the first play of the second
Mike Mahoney said. "I don't know
quarter.
if that ( the injury ) is the whole
The Liberty kick missed,
thing. We hurt ourselves too
however, and Murray still had its
"We could have put them away
lead.
earlier, but we blew an illegal proHickert increased the Racer
cedure on a touchdown and we just
lead with a 27-yard field goal with
hurt ourselves with tough
10:38 remaining in the half.
penalties, then we'd throw an inThe Murray defense thwarted
terception — turn the ball over."
the Flames on their next possesMSU opened the scoring on its
sion, allowing only two yards and
first possession, taking the kickoff
freshman Michael Davis capitalizand going 61 yards for a Michael
ed, _scoring his first collegiate
Proctor touchdown.
touchdown on a two-yard run.
Paul Hickert kicked the extra
Murray built on its 17-6 halftime
point to give Murray State a 7-0 (Coard on page 9)

Sweet memories
Blyleven adds Sunday to list of big wins
By JIM DON AGHY
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS — Thinking too
much during Game 2 of the World
Series was no problem for Bert
Blyleven. But he did have a little
trouble holding back the
memories.
Before 55,257 at the Metrodome
Sunday night, Blyleven pitched
six-hit ball over seven innings and
struck out eight as the Minnesota
Twins beat St. Louis 8-4 to take a
2-0 lead in the best-of-seven series.
Blyleven broke into the major
leagues with Minnesota in 1970.
Most of his current teammates
were in grade school at the time.
He went 10-9 in 1970 and helped
Minnesota win the American
League West title. There have also
been stops in Texas, Pittsburgh,
and Cleveland. In 1979, he won-a
World Series game as the Pirates

beat Bait ore in seven games.
But on Sunday night, he was
back home in a Twins uniform.
"The fans are great here. The
best way to concentrate is just not
to think. We don't think, that's why
we win," Blyleven said of the din
at the Metrodome,_
_
Blyleven has won 244 majorleague games and has 3.286
strikeouts.
The 36-year-old right-hander
doubted at one time if he would
even pitch in the major leagues.
"I really didn't think I was good
enough until I signed a majorleague contract and found out that
major-league players are basically the same as anybody else."
Blyleven says. "I always put them
on such a high pedestal."
Blyleven says he was helped a
lot by his Minnesota teammates in

1970.
"I thought major leaguers threw,
a baseball 10-15 mph faster than I
could throw. And when I was 18
and got to my first spring training
and found out that Jim Perry and
Jim Kaat had the same determination that I had and the same
goals. I thought maybe I can be
like them one day."
Blyleven doesn't feel any particular need to provide a leadership role with the Twins. He leaves
that to Manager Tom Kelly.
"In 1970, I was pretty much in
awe I was around guys like Jim
Kaat. Rod Carew. Cesar Tovar,
Jim Perry, who won the Cy Young
Award that year. In 1979, I was in
awe again, this time because of
Willie Stargell."
Asked if anyone is in awe of him,
Blyleven said. "I hope my son."

Gaetti getting big hits as Twins take 2-0 World Series lead
By MIKE ADEL
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS — Every time
the Minnesota Twins get
something going in the postseason,
which happens pretty often, Gary
Gaetti is right in the middle of it.
Gaetti, who hit 31 homers and
drove in 109---runs during the
regular season and then was named Most Valuable Player of the
American League playoffs after
the Twins defeated Detroit, has

S

continued to lead the Twins in the
cond inning got the Twins on the
bases. Randy Bush and Tim
World Series.
board against St. Louis starter
Laudner then had two-run hits and
"It's Gaetti every time, isn't
Danny Cox.
the game. for all intents and purit?" Twins right fielder Tom
''I don't think he was too happy
poses, was over.
Brunansky said after Minnesota
with the pitch ... a alder, right in— 'We-are cm--a-mission," Gaetti
defeated the St. Louis Cardinals the 'whomp-um' zone," Gaetti
said. "Hopefully it will continue."
8-4 Sunday night to take a two said. "I don't think it had too much
When Gaetti, the original "Ggames to none lead in the World
effect on him, though, because he
Man," is held in check, MinSeries.
—pitched pretty well---the—next
nesota's other G-Men get going.
In Saturday's 10-1 triumph, inning."
They are Dan Gladden, who has
Gaetti had two hits in Minnesota's
I3ut in the fourth, after Kirby
driven in six runs in the two World
seven-run fourth inning. On Sun- Puckett and Kent Hrbek singled,
Series games; and Greg Gagne.
day, Gaetti's home run in the seGaetti drew a walk to load the
who snapped an 0-for-7 slump with

' rotind-tip

'Barna avenges loss to Tennessee, LSU cruises past Wildcats
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Alabama has taken out the
frustration of a major upset loss
on eighth-ranked Tennessee. And
sixth-ranked Louisiana State has
put to rest a daytime jinx in Tiger
Stadium.
The Crimson Tide, getting a
sparkling collegiate debut from
freshman quarterback Jeff Dunn,
knocked Tennessee from the
unbeaten ranks 41-22 Saturday
night, just a week after Memphis
State had embarrassed Alabama
13-10 in one of the season's biggest
upsets.
Meanwhile, at LSU, "So much
for jinxes," Coach Mike Archer
said after his Tigers posted their
first daytime home field triumph
since 1980 with a 34-9 thrashing of
Kentucky. LSU has gone 0-4-2..in
other games switched from the
traditional LSU nighttime start to
daytime for the benefit of

television.
Smith lifted his season rushing
Southern Mississippi at Memphis
The weekend's two key
total to 1,011 yards in seven
State, Southwestern Louisiana at
Southeastern Conference en- games, the earliest a freshma
Northeast Louisiana and Virginia
n
counters left LSU firmly in control
has attained that mark in NCAA
Tech at Tulane.
in its chase for a second conhistory.
In the Alabama game, Bama's
secutive conference title and the
Ole Miss downed Southwestern
new quarterback "was trying to
automatic Sugar Bowl berth
Louisiana 24-14 and Southern
show leadership," Dunn said,
awaiting the champion.
Mississippi erased a 14-3 deficit in
after he completed 10 of 17 passes
LSU, 6-0-1 overall, has a 3-0 SEC the final eight minutes
for 229 yards and one touchdown.
to beat
record with home games remainMississippi State 18-14.
The TD covered 90 yards to Pierre
ing against Alabama and
In independent action, No. 4
Goode, who caught the ball at midMississippi State and a road battle
Florida State beat outmanned
field and went the rest of the way
with Mississippi at Jackson.
Louisville 32-9 and Memphis State
for the longest scoring pass play in
Alabama moved up to 2-1 in the
downed Tulane 45-36 in a wild ofAlabama history.
league, along with Georgia, which
fensive shootout. No. 3 Miami of
"I was trying to t
overcame a 21-7 deficit to bury
Florida had an open date.
ke charge," Dunn added. "Those
Vanderbilt 52-24 Saturday night., _
Four area teams will be idle this
guys rallied around me."
Four other SEC teams took On i'tek — the SEC's Alabama
Coach Bill Curry said Dunn "got
,
outside foes Saturday. Those
Florida and LSU and independent off to one of the best starts I've
games featured a two-touchdown
FSU. The SEC schedule has
ever seen in college football."
flurry by No. 5 Auburn in the final
Mississippi State at Auburn, KenGene Jelks scored on a 63-yard
25 seconds of a 20-10 victory over tucky at Georgia, Vandy
punt return as the Tide jumped on
at Ole
Georgia Tech and another
Miss and Tennessee hosting nonTennessee early, building a 21-0
100-yard plus effort by Florida's
conference foe Georgia Tech. The
first-quarter lead. - —
Emmitt Smith as the Gators independent slate as Miami
"We were mighty good to them
at Cindestroyed Temple 34-3.
cinnati, Akron at Louisville. (Coat'd-oa page
t)

ceo NISSAN
Leasing

Ask a

0
111141111TTRI
Tr* LEASING
'
4 140r153,4014A4 5

Professionals agent
'24

Make us your
car and truck
leasing headquarters

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
604 S 12th

Dodge Trucks

(502) 753-7114
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PERSONAL
INSURANCE
PACKAGE

Why pay for two insurance
policies when you can have
the Personal Insurance
Packacje instead?

what this symbol

an RBI double that capped the
Twins' six-run fourth Sunday.
-''You say, 'Gee, I better do
sernething. Everybody else is do.
ing something.— said Gagne,
whose six postseason hits include
four doubles and two homers.
-We're on a roll right now. We've
got our confidence going into St.
Louis. We never played there
before. We have to get used to the
field. Maybe Gladden knows
something about it."
Gladden, a former National
Leaguer. said the Twins can count
(Cont'd on page 9)

111SU's Hickert
ties OVC mark
with 60th PAT

Paul Rickert
Matt Report

Murray State field goal
kicker Paul Hickert tied an
Ohio Valley Conference record
with his four extra points in
Saturday's 34-12 win over
Liberty University.
His final boot of the evening
marked his 60th consecutive
PAT, tying him with former
Eastern Kentucky kicker
David Flores who established
the record in 11r8.
"It shows consistency on the
whole extra-point and field goal
team." said Hickert, who also,
holds the NCAA Division I-A
record for the longest field goal
with a 62-yarder. "You have to
have consistency because its
always one point needed here
or one point needed there and
you have to keep h going or It's
going to come hack to haunt
you sometime."

Socce r

Murray continues roll, goes to 17-0
Murray High closed its home
season Saturday. defeating Fort
Campbell 6-3. The Tigers. 17-0.
play at Heath today.
Murray's offense struck first in
a defensive first half when Andre
DeSantis scored off a Chris Dill
corner kick. Greg Knedler quickly
followed with a header off another
Dill corner kick.
Murray's third goal came when
a Falcon accidentally knocked the
ball into his own net off a Dill corner kick. Craig Schwettman closed the first-half scoring with a goal
off a Knedler pass.
Fort Campbell scored two quick

goals to open the second half. but
Tiger Don Easley put one in from
the left corner of the field giving
Murray a 5-2 advantage.
Fort Campbell came right back
with a goal. but Easley again
answered off a Dill throw-in.
Murray's junior varsity squad
lost 413 to the Falcons. Matt
Cohen. Doug Payne and Michael
Brock scored the Tigers' goals.
Before Saturday's contest, MHS
honored its senior players: Cohen,
DeSantis, Carl Keeslar, Knedler,
Isaac Schroeder and Mark
•

Lea gm.soccer

Chiefs shut out Paris team 6-0
The Chiefs under-12 girls team
went to Paris, Tenn., to take a 6-0
victory from Commercial Bank as
Kim Johnson scored four goals.
Sara Fitts scored a goal and added two assists and Kim Poole
scored as well.

Amy Klemencic, Maggie Snyder
and Mary P'Pool led the defense
as goalkeeper Mary Lough had to
make only one save
Commercial Bank goalkeeper
Becky Hurst came up with 18
saves in the loss.

stands for.
It is the only personal insurance plan that today's successful professional needs.
Call for details.

Contact

David King or Lindy Suiter
The Insurance Center of Murray
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Murray ends losing streak...
(0aat'd from page 8)
lead late in the third quarter, when
Rickert hit on a 41-yard attempt,
but Andre Sims capped a 78-yard
drive with a two-yard carry. After
Johnson miss-fired on the twopoint conversion, the Racer- lead
had been trimmed to 20-12 and the
momentum had shifted Liberty's
way.
Murray moved the ball 59 yards
before giving the ball back to the
Flames. Davis tumbled the ball on
the Liberty 22 and Johnson completed three passes, nullifying
Murray's field possession, before
the Racer defense stiffened.
MSU forced a Liberty punt, but
failed to move the ball and turned
it back over to the Flames.
Johnson completed two more
passes before the Racers knocked
him out of the game along with
Liberty's hope of ending its four.
game skid.
"That was the turning point,"
MSU linebacker Willie Prather
said. "Their quarterback really
kept them in the game, but when
he went out, it seemed like they
really fell apart."
"That hurt us. It really did,"
Liberty coach Morgan Hout said
after seeing his team fall to 1-5. "I
felt like we were driving and going

to score again. We jusi had a big
play ana were fixing to come back
with another one. That just sort of
took the wind out of our sails."
The Racers, on the other hand,
continued to apply pressure as
Proctor guided the Racers to 80and 81-yard scoring drives with
seniors Willie Cannon and Bill
Bird each finding the end zone and
Murray finding new life.
"We have a new season," Proctor said. "We're 3-3 right now and
we're hopefully going to get on a
roll. The OVC's wide open since
Eastern got beat (17-16 at Middle
Tennessee). We're ready to go
now."
Proctor finished the game with
16 completions on 28 attempts,
good for 268 yards. His counterpart left the game with 211 yards
on 17-01-31 throwing. Both quarterbacks allowed an interception.
Proctor's favorite target was
tight end Derrick Fencher who
caught five passes for 79 yards.
The sophomore QB also rushed for
21 yards.
Rodney Payne led the Murray
ground game. Although he didn't
score, the junior tallied 67 yards
on 13 carries Cannon rushed six
times for 40 yards.
Although the Racers remain at

EKU fumbles•••

0-1 in the OVC
Eastern's loss to Middle opens up
the league, with MSU and the Blue
Raiders meeting in Murfreesboro,
Tenn., Nov. 14.
For Mahoney, however, winning
Saturday night's game and next
week's battle at Tennessee Tech
means not worrying about the rest
of the league.
"Eastern and Middle: we can't
worry about that game," said
Mahoney, who was aware of the
MTSU-EKU final before kickoff.
"The thing is we have to take care
of this game and win this one to get
feeling good again — get our confidence back.
"We needed to have fun looking
at the film instead of feeling sorry
for ourselves," he added. "I think
that's what we got."
And while the Racers have yet
to win on the road, Proctor
predicts a different look next week
in Cookeville.
"Even though we're going
away, I think this win tonight has

standings,
'

got us on the right track," Proctor
said. "We have to take what we
did here and just go. There's no
looking back now

(Cord from page 8)
yards on 19 carries.
ped Morris Brown 17-7.
Quarterback Trenton Lykes
Middle Tennessee Coach Boots completed 15 of 28 passes for 193
Donnelly says it's too early to tell
yards and scored a touchdown on a
how his 20th-ranked Blue Raiders 5-yard run as Youngstown State
will react to being thrust into the kept pace with Middle Tennessee
Tennis
thick of the OVC title chase.
in the OVC race.
"It's either going to help us or
Tailback Rod Love had 124
destroy us. Either we are too imyards rushing for Youngstown
mature to handle it and will have State, while Austin Peay's Mike
problems next week or we will pull Lewis scored on a pair of fourthMurray State hosted its Eighth
together and fight like crazy,", quarter runs
Annual Pro-Am Tournament this
Donnelly said.
Tennessee Tech's Lorenzo weekend as past and present
Eastern Kentucky's Campbell Rivers rushed for 179 yards and Racers played with local tennis
had the opportunity to try for the three touchdowns as the Golden enthusiasts on the MSU courts.
game-winning field goal when Eagles swept past Morehead
The tournament was won by
Middle Tennessee was called for State.
Denny Lane, Paducah, and MSU's
pass interference on what would
Tech set a new school record Gem Sjoeberg. The pair defeated
have been the final play of the with 631 yards of total offense.
Hopkinsville's Roger Westphal
game.
Morehead State quarterback and Murray's Gary Haverstock
Campbell's kick had plenty of Chris Swartz
attempted 66 passes 7-5, 6-4.
distance but squarely hit the right and completed
Lane and Sjoeberg went through
a school-record 35
upright and bounced away.
Jim
Thurmond and Jonas
Tennessee State and Morris
"I just missed it. I got down
Bergrahm in the the semifinals
Brown
were scoreless for three
under the pressure and let my
6-3, 6-2. Westphal and Haverstock
teammates down," Campbell quarters before and the Tigers had defeated Bruce Payne and John
to rally from a 7-0 defict to snap a
said.
Mark Hall 6-0, 4-6, 6-0.
The Blue Raiders built a 17-3 two-game losing streak.
Other players and contributors
Stacy Grear tossed a pair of to the tournament which was
lead but had to survive a furious
fourth-quarter touchdown passes directed by Bennie Purcell
fourth-quarter rally by Eastern.
and
and
Andre Sherrill kicked a
James Crawford led Eastern
Kentucky with 152 yards on 19 car- 17-yard field goal to pace TenCross country
ries and Lorenzo Harris added 122 nessee State.

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles lost
Penalties yards
Time of Possession

NISI

25
19
29-57 47 103
2118
250
0
78
21-41-1 16-28-1
333
11-38
1-0
2.1
10-101 60-64
2429 313)

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING — Liberty. Lrktns 8-29. Lowry
6-21 Murray St , Payne 13-67. Cannon 6-40. Bird
9-26
PASSING — Liberty Johnson 17.31-1.211.
Hewlett 4-10-0-39
Murray St
Proctor.
16 28-1-268
RECEIVING — Liberty. Parker 4.70, Green
4-46. Lowry 4-31 Murray St Fencher 5-79. Huff
3-37. Arterburn 2-59

changes. A .191 hitter during the
regular season who was 1-for-14 in
the playoffs, Laudner has gone
3-for-6 with four RBI in the Series.
"I'm trying to go up to the plate
and put a pretty good swing on it,"
said Laudner, who drove in three
runs Sunday with a two-run single
and a solo homer. "I'm trying to
relax at the plate a little bit."

Lane, Sjoeberg win MSU Pro-Am

Murray State's men's cross
Tom Hodson passed for 2.22 yards
country team finished 15th in a
and a touchdown in the victory 23-team
field at the University of
over Kentucky.
,Wisconsin-Parksdale Invitational
"We told our players we'd play
and the women fourth of 14 over
in the daytime, nighttime,
the weekend.
whatever it takes." Archer said.
Keith Abell and Barry Knight
"It's good to get the jinx thing
paced the harriers as Blair
off our shoulders," LSI: center
Burnett, Trent Lovett and Clay
Nacho Albergamo said.
Hensley also turned in strong

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
571 0,11111
1,

4110
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0
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1
200 93
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Sunday's Games
Cinema:0i
u
44st 75 102
3
Pittsburgh 21, Indianapolis 7
Meat
Seattle 37. Detroit 14
San his-go
New York Jets 37 Miami 31. 01'
4
1
0
Nal 91
83
55
Denser
700 123 105
I
New England 21, Houston 7
2
11
600 113
LA Raider,
Cleveland 34, Ctrictruusti 0
77
3
2 0
Seattle
800 131 irgi
Green Bay IS, Philadelphia 10, OT
New Orleans 19, Chicago 17
Kansas City
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0
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Tampa Bay 20. Minnesota 10
Atlanta 24, Los Angeles Rams 20
East
7541 Vat
Dallas
0
Buffalo 6. New York Giants 3. OT
3
1
84
Ii
Washington
3
75
7541 120
1
San Diego 23. Los Angeles Raiders 17
0
St Louis
Denver 26. Kansas City 17
400 121 122
Philadelphia
200 sit 1451
0
San Francisco 34. St Louis 28
I
4
11
5
N Y Giants
0
1100 60
Monday's Game
1A,5
Washington at Dallas

Top Twenty
How the Associated Press Top Twenty .01
legs- football teams fared this week and
schedule for Oct. 24.
No 1 Oklahoma 164i.0, beat Kansas State
59-10. vs Colorado
6-0-01 beat No 12
No 2 Nebraska
Oklahoma State 35.0. vs Kansas State
No 3 Miami Fla 14-0-0 is idle. at
Cincinnati
No 4 Florida State .6-1.0..beat Louisville
32-9, is idle
No 5 Auburn 5-0-I, beat Georgia Tech
20-10. vs Mississippi State
No 6 Louisiana State .64_1 ,._beal -Ken lucky 34-9, is Idle
No 7 Clemson 6-0-0 beat I hike 17.10: vs
North Carolina State
No 8 Tennessee i 4-1-1, lost to Alabama
41-22, vs Georgia Tech.
No 9 UCLA ,5-1-0. beat No lit Oregon
41-10, vs California

Ben Hogancamp were: Ken
Cooper, Paducah; Arnie Ezell,
Jackson, Tenn.; John Roberts,
Benton; Lee Anderson, Benton;
George Long, Benton; Hal
Houston, Murray; Van
Haverstock, Murray; Sarkis Kish,
Memphis; Frank Miller, Benton;
Hunt Smock, Murray; R.C. Riley,
Benton; Dave Barrett, Murray;
Charlie Warner, Murray; John
Hall, Delray Beach, Florida;
Mason Billington, Murray; Willie
Chandler, Jackson, Tenn.; Steve
Farmer, Murray; Eddie Hunt,
Murray; E.W. Dennison, Murray;
Buddy Parker, Murray;
Mansfield Farmer, Murray; and
Buzz Peel, Paducah.

runs.
The Lady Racers were led by
Jackie Murzynowski who finished
fourth. Nina Funderburk was 10th
and Kathy Mueller and Maryellen
Schultz finished in the top twenty.
Jenny Edmonds was 42nd.
Both teams travel to the Ole
Miss Invitational in Oxford
Friday.
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That's
State Farm state Farm Insurance _Companies
insurance." Home Offices Bloomington Illinois
51
84
82
106
145
122
99
141
123

No 10 Penn State 15.2-0r lost to No 13
Syracuse 48-21, is Idle.
No 11 Notre Dame 4.1))i beat Air Force
35,14, vs Southern California.
No 12 Oklahoma State 5-1-01 lost to No 2
Nebraska 35-1). at Missouri.
No.13 Syracuse i 6-0-0 beat No 10 Penn
State 48-21. vs Colgate
No 14 Florida 15-2-0. beat Temple 34-3, is
idle.
No 15 Arkansas 14-2-0, lost to Texas 16-14.
vs Houston.
No 16 Oregon 14-2-0, lost to No 9 UCLA
41-10. at Stanford
No 17 Ohio State 14-1-1. beat Purdue 20-17:
vs Minnesota.
No.18 Georgia 15-2-01 beat Vanderbilt
52-24: vs Kentucky.
No.19 Michigan State (4-2-0 beat _Northwestern 384): vs. Illinois
No 20 Indiana 15-1-01 beat Minnesota 18-17
Friday: vs. Michigan.

Larry Krouse Insurance
12th (Next to McDonald's)

759-9

INTRODUCING
Robert Duncan
Robert W Duncan
Woodmen Bldg.
Third 8. Maple
Murray. KY 42071
Phone 753-9565

Woodmen of the World takes pride in introducing
our new Field Representative.
Trained in our complete service of insurance
and fraternal benefits, our Representative will be glad
to discuss your needs. A telephone call will bring
complete information and no obligation.
FR4

Harriers compete in Wisconsin

llama avenges...
(Coat'd from page 8)
and they were also might good to
themselves," Vols Coach Johnny
Majors said;- noting the six turnovers for his previously unbeaten
team
For LSU, Harvey Williams
scored two touchdown, Eddie
Fuller scored on a 45-yard run and

''Good service,
good coverage.
g-ood price-

LIb.rI t.herally
44
12
Murray Stage
14 3 14-34
Proctor
8151;—
3 run I Hit kert kick
LU —White 28 pass from Johnson ikfck failed
348U—IFG Hickert 21
MSC—Davis 2 run .Hickert kick,
MSU—FG Hickert 41
1.,U —Sims 2 run pass failed i
1111SU —Cannon 11 run i Rickert kick
MSU —Bird 3 run oHickert kick
A-4.650
LI
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SCOREBOARD

MSU 34, Liberty 12

Gaetti getting big hits...
(Coord from page 8)
on him for hits — but not for
pointers on Busch Stadium.
"I don't know what I can tell
them — just play the game they've
been playing," he said. "This is no
time to make changes."
Laudner, however, has found
the World Series to be as good a
time as any to make a few

TLMES

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

0

HOME OFFICE OMAHA

-

NEBRASKA

-The FAMILY Fraternity

Middle school football

Graves beats OCHS seventh graders
Calloway County's seventh
graders lost 28-20 to Graves County, dropping their record to 2-3.
Jeremy Grogan scored for the
Lakers on a four-yard carry. Matt
Dennis added a 15-yard run off an
option and a 28-yard reception

from Billy Haskins.
Haskins finished with 4-of-9
passing for 65 yards.
Adam Green, Grogan and Dennis led the defensive effort.
The Lakers play Heath
tomorrow.

Metropolitan Life announces
a new Sales Representative.
David W. Poynor
Saies Representative
1501 Tabard Dr
Murray Ky 42071
502 753 0293

Having T
Choosing
Ho I.

David Poyner of Murray
has been appointed Sales
Representative by Metropolitan Lifer
At Metropolitan, we've found the
person who can best help you with your
insurance needs. So call our new Sales
Representative today. You'll find our
insurance is worth announcing, too.

liances?

••

Home appliances make
life convenient. But the wrong
appliances can make life less.
convenient and more expensive.
Electric washers, dryers, ranges,
refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners,
water heaters and home heating systems all represent serious home convenience choices. Your Rural Electric
Cooperative can help you make the
right appliance choice by providing
information that can make shopping
easier and smarter.
We won't recommend brands; we'll
advise you on how to buy the most
economical models and the ones
best suited to your family's needs.
Call us. We enjoy helping you get the
most for your energy dollars.

catizz-

25

00

Only $

To Lay-Away Till Dec. 24th*

GET MET. IT PAY5

•

Town & Country Yamaha
Hwy 94 East

Murray

753-8078

Metropolitan Life
AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
i .1e insu,ance Company New rota N r

West Kentucky Rural --01111
e*
Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012

Oils 1330v,a„48
0,s
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M D

Pancreas may be
cause of problem
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — For several
years I have been absolutely ravenous
for carbohydrates, especially in the
morning. I understand that a brain
chemical, neuropeptide V. might be
responsible. Could you give me more
information on this?
DEAR READER — I am not aware
of any brain neuropeptide that has
been shown to govern carbohydrate
craving
Carbohydrates are branch-chained
collections of sugar subunits. That is,
all starches are composed of basic
sugar molecules strung together like
beads in a necklace. Glucose is the
most common six-carbon compound
in all carbohydrates, although galactose, fructose and mannose also combine in various combinations to form
starch. For example, when glucose is
attached to fructose, table sugar (sucrose( is formed. If glucose and galac-
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tose are combined, milk sugar (lactose.. results
Glucose has been termed the carbohydrate 'currency" of the human
body In t
intestinal tract. all
starches arenverted to glucose before being absorbed into the bloodstream and used for energy This process of digestion starts with saliva
that attacks starch, then proceeds in
the upper intestine under the control
of other digestive enzymes.
Although many body chemicals
regulate carbohydrate metabolism.
insulin is probably the most important It enables muscle, liver, brain
and fat cells to absorb the glucose
molecules floating in the blood
Therefore, carbohydrate craving is
usually due to chemical reactions involving insulin.
Check with your doctor to discover
the cause of your need for carbohydrates_ If there is a problem,the fault,
dear reader, is not in our brains, but in
our pancreas glands.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Three years
ago I had a cervical fusion. A bone
chip fell into my spinal cord, leaving
me paralyzed. I can now walk to some
extent and have partial use of my left
hand. If the chip were removed, would
my problems be over?
DEAR READER — Possibly. This
is a complicated issue, something like
hitting a malfunctioning telephone
switchboard with a hammer and then
trying to determine what role the
hammer played.
Operations on the neck (cervical
spine) are tricky and complications

SAVE 10%
on any purchase
of $75 or more
from the 1987
Wish Books!
Order between
Oct. 19-24

can be difficult to diagnose and treat
Your paralysis could be due to the
original condition for which you had
surgery or to the consequences of the
operation itself Unquestionably. a
bone chip that is out of place could
cause your symptoms However, before re-operating. a neurosurgeon
would insist on testing you thoroughly
to make sure If the bone chip is pressing on the spinal nerves and causing
paralysis, its removal could be beneficial, even curative.
I recommend that you ask for a referral to a neurosurgical clinic at a
university hospital
If you have questions about HIATAL HERNIA, you can get answers in
Dr Gott's new Health Report on the
subject Send $1 and your name and
address to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 441101-3369. Be sure to ask for the
Health Report on Hiatal Hernia

Hog market
report listed
Folonal Mahe Martel %ewe Service October 19
ler Beeelwelky Porcdreoe tree Kew Barbet Revers
locielioe 6 Beelrlas Sesilow RecolielsAM l'N16 KW&
• Elorrowe a (Mee 1.3* lower. .we 41131.1111
lower
Us I 33:99.330 /be
ala.11-41.73
US 1 3*MeV. lb.
11•11.111-411.1111
US Si MAIM lb.
147 7644.36
US 3-4 169
,113 lb.
11111.71-47 73
Sows
US l2 11,336 lb.
US 1 3 91111-465 lb*
US 1.3 6611-3110
US 1 3 510-11341 lbe
US 3.3 3011-5101 lb.
Boors $36.61336.1111

Drs. Delbert, left, and Edith Wylder, second from left, sign the documents establishing the Delbert and Edith
Wylder Creative Writing Award for students at Murray State L'niversity while Dr.[id Perrin, second from
right, vice president for university relations and development, and Dr. Ronald Cella, chairman of the Department of English, look on. The annual award was established in honor of the couple for their work in
establishing the creative writing program at Murray State.

Wylder writing award established at MSU
Colleagues, friends and former
students of Drs. Delbert and Edith
Wylder surprised and honored the
educators recently by establishing

100-HOUR

KENMORE APPLIANCE

the Delbert and Edith Wylder
Creative Writing Award at Murray
State University
The W'ylders, who are known
throughout the country for their,
work in creative writing, were in.
strumental in initiating and nurturing Murray State's creative writing
program.
The new scholarship was announced during the 10-year anniversary celebration of the program in September. which reunited
the couple and eight writers and
former members of the creative
writing faculty.
The annual $100 award will be
presented to a creative writing student and will alternate between the
areas of poetry and prose. according to Carol Julian, development
coordinator for the MSU Founda:
tion which administers the scholarship. The first award will be made
for the 1988-89 academic year.
Developers of the creative
writing program at Southwest
State University in Minnesota and
founders of the Upper Midwest
Writers Conference. the Wylders
came to Murray State in 1977.
Under the direction of Wylder. who
was teaching full-time in the
Department of English, a fullfledged creative writing program
was established within two years
"Our program is probably the
most highly developed creative
writing program in Kentucky." he
commented.
Thirteen poets and writers have
been members of the creative
writing faculty during the pro-

gram's 10-year history. Mrs.
Wylder noted, including poets
James Galvin and Jorie Graham
and fiction writer Joe Ashby
Porter.
"We have attracted a number of
young writers to our faculty
because we offer them an opportunity to develop their potential,"
Wylder noted. "And, at the same
time, we are able to expose our
students to a wide variety of
writers who have different emphases in writing."
Mrs. Wylder earned the B.A.
degree from the University of
Akron and the M.A. and Ph.D
degrees from the University of New
Mexico. She has taught at the
University of New Mexico. Cot.
orado State University, Bemidji
State University and Southwest
State.
Theauthor of a book about Emily Dickinson, she is working on a
second book and has taught parttime at Murray State.
Wylder earned the R.A., M A
and Ph.D. degrees at the University of Iowa and worked with the
Writer's Workshop there. He has
.been a.faculty member at Bradley
University. the University of New
Mexico, Utah State University. Colorado State, Bemidji State and
Southwest State.
Mrs. Julian noted that anyone interested in contributing- to the
Wylder scholarship fund may do so
by contacting her in the Office of
Development, Murray State
University, Murray. Ky. 42071.
telephone 1502) 762-3001.

Area, state officials hold
fake, miniature earthquake

Extra-capacity pair

Refrigerators, freezers

SAVE $125 2-speed washer

SAVE $55 Space-saving model

10 cycles Electronic control
automatically adjusts temperature. E26811
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. i AP — Experts staged a major- earthquake
in miniature to demonstrate the
serious threat that exists to cities
and towns near the New Madrid
fault, where a devestating quake
is expected within the next 50
years.
The earthquake simulation was
the final activity of a three-day
earthquake-awareness conference
that ended Sunday at the University of Louisville.
The simulation — done. with
model buildings, cars, roads, a
river and railroad tracks — was
conducted by U of L, the Kentucky
Division of Disaster and Emergency Services, and the Indiana
Department of Civil Defense as a
training tool for emergency
workers. And the workers took it
very seriously.
"We'd all better go back to our
own communities and say. 'Do we
have tan earthquake-emergency
plan) or don't we? If we don't,
we'd better get on the ball with
it,— said Freda Hale of the Indiana Civil Defense.
The New Madrid fault lies near
where Kentucky, Tennessee and
Missouri now meet.
The simulated quake ravaged
the imaginary town of Freemont,
population 10,000. Freemont was a
river valley town near the New
Madrid fault.
The earthquake hit without warning and measured 6.5 on the
Richter Scale. It lifted the town's
3-mile-long Main Street and shook
It as a dog would shake a bone.
Buildings, bridges and an expressway overpass collapsed, cutting off the only roads to the local

hospital. Autos tumbled into
crevasses and people were hurled
to the ground. Worshipers were
trapped in collapsed churches.
Many people died.
Roads and water and sewer
Ithes were.shattered. Power lines
snapped; telephone service
faltered, then failed.
Ammonia spewed from a
damaged factory and drifted with
the wind, crossig the river into the
city in a deadly fog. Fires roared
through houses, a department
store and an oil-tank "farm."
The action took place along a
field of green felt stretched across
five conference tables. When the
shaking was over, the workers
discussed how they would overcome the obstacles to begin
emergency action.
About 150 state and local
emergency workers from Kentucky. Indiana and nearby states
attended the conference, with 60
staying for the simulation.
The conference included
seminars on subjects ranging
from the geology of the New
Madrid fault and engineering
aspects of building failure in earthquakes to handling mass
casualties and extracting victims
from confined spaces.
Disaster officials frequently remind people that the worst series
of earthquakes in the recorded t
history of the United States occurred not in California, but on the
New Madrid fault, in 1811 and 1812.
Those quakes frightened people
throughout the Eastern United
States but did relatively little
damage because few people lived
in the area then.

We're Your Wholesale Dealer
for gas and wood burning appliances
—We offer full service Installation—
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*Chimney Hoods

A-1 Enterprise
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UK hosts archeological dig
BOONESBORO, Ky. (AP) — A
University of Kentucky archeologist has begun digging in
the Fort Boonesborough State
Park for the original fort built by
Daniel Boone and his fellow settlers in the late 1700s.
A replica of the fort sits in the
park, but the exact location of the
original. Kentucky's second permanent settlement, is unknown,
said Nancy O'Malley, the archeologist who organized the dig.
She and a crew of assistants and
volunteers are marking off sections of the park and digging holes
in an attempt to pinpoint the location of the old fort. Last week

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

If South takes the direct route in
today's game, he runs into problems If he takes a little detour instead, the problems are transferred
to the defense
West leads the heart king and
South considers winning dummy's
ace What happens if he chooses this
direct route?
Control of the play passes to the
defense If South tries to draw the
trumps. East wins and the defenders take a trunip, two hearts and a
club If South tries to ruff a heart instead, East wins dummy's heart
with his nine and cashes the trump
ace, and South loses the same four
tricks
The key to success lies with refusing to win the first heart. Now it's
the defense that has an impossible
choice If West continue hearts,
dummy wins and South ruffs a heart
after reaching his hand in diamonds This holds the defense to
only three tricks
If West leads a trump at trick
two, the result might be even worse
If East wins the trump ace and fails
to cash his club ace. South will escape with an overtrick He will
draw the trumps and take the remaining tricks with his spades and
long diamonds.
-There is plenty of courage among
us far the abstract but not for the
concrete
-- Helen Keller
Put yourself in today's East
chair See if you can find the best
defense against South's spade game
South ruffs your heart king, cashes two high trumps with a frown and
then leads his club king to your ace
It's now your moment of truth
What should you lead'
If you, as East, follow the course
of least resistance, you lead a
"safe- low heart and South runs off
with an unmakable game. After
South ruffs, he leads a low club toward dummy and the defense is finished If West wins and shifts to diamonds, dummy's ace goes up and
South discards two diamonds on the
high clubs. If West ducks his club
queen, the defenders get only one
trump, one diamond and one club.
To beat the game. East must return the diamond king after winning
his ace of clubs. This courageous
play removes dummy's entry before the clubs are established, and
the defenders are sure to win four
tricks.
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Murray State University voice instructor Randall Black (left) and Dennis L. Johnson, director of bands on the campus, review some of the
musk which will be featured in a musical salute to the Bicentennial
of the Constitution by the MR %kind Ensemble on Tuesday, Oct. 20.
Black will narrate Aaron Copland's "Lincoln Portrait," a special
feature of the concert. The program is scheduled at 8:00 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium and is open to the public.

MSU wind ensemble to hold
fall concert Tuesday night

Works by American composers
West
will be featured in a musical salute
Pass
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tion when the Murray State University Wind Ensemble presents its
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Schuman, a set of three pieces based on early American fuging tunes
by William Billings. The three
works are "Be Glad, Then
America," "When Jesus Wept,"
and "Chester."
"The Passing Bell" by Warren
Benson, a work commissioned in
1983 by the Luther College Concert
Band in memory of one of its
students who died in an accident.
"Symphony No. 1" by Bukvich,
a four-movement work which
depicts the attack by Allied forces
in Dresden, Germany, in 1945 in
which some 150,000 people were
killed.
"Stars and Stripes Forever" by
Sousa, a stirring march that has
become one of the best-known
pieces in American musical
history.

WASHINGTON AP — The hot
legal battle between prosecutors
and Michael K. Deaver's defense
lawyers is expected to become
even more heated when jury selection begins for the ex-White House
aide's perjury trial.
Rhetoric on both sides has
grown increasingly bitter in the
eight-month fight since Deaver
was indicted on charges he lied to
a grand jury and a House subcommittee that investigated his lobbying activites for possible ethics
law violations.
Jury selection is scheduled to
begin today before U.S. District
Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson.
An earlier attempt to pick a jury
was aborted when news organizations appealed Jackson's attempt
to question prospective jurors
behind closed doors. An appeals
court ordered Jackson to conduct
questioning of jurors in public.
The brawl also has included appellate court challenges to the
legal authority of independent
counsel Whitney North Seymour
Jr. to prosecute the case as well as
diplomatic protests from Canada
to the prosecutor's unsuccessful
attempt to subpoena Canadian
Ambassador Allan Gotlieb.
Deaver signed a $105,000-a-year
contract' to represent Canada
shortly after he resigned as deputy
White House chief of staff in May,
1985. Seymour wants Gotlieb to
testify about a Jan. 5, 1985 luncheon he had with Deaver.
Deaver is accused of lying when
said he couldn't recall lunching
with Gotlieb. He is also charged
with lying when he denied participating in the decision to appoint Drew Lewis as special envoy
to Canada on acid rain before he
left the White House.
Seymour's latest go-round with
Ottawa occurred last week when
Canada publicly registered its protest with the State Department
over a letter the prosecutor wrote
urging Gotlieb to reconsider his
refusal to testify.

The Justice Department quick')
entered the fray, urging Jackson
to order Seymour not to contact
Canada without going through
diplomatic channels. It also asked
Jackson to order Seymour "to
desist from any attempts at trial
to threaten, embarrass or punish
the Canadian government for
asserting the immunity' of its
diplomats."
Seymour responded late Friday
by accusing the Justice Department and Canada of orchestrating
"a P.R. campaign" of "false accusations." The prosecutor said
Canada was trying to create a
"cause celebre, conceivably to
divert attention from the unpleasant truth" about Deaver's lobbying for Canada "which will
emerge at trial."
Deaver, 49. whose career as a
close aide to President Reagan
goes back to the president's days
as governor of California, formed
a public relations business that
quickly signed up such important
clients as Boeing, Rockwell International, Philip Morris, TWA and
the governments of Canada.
Saudia Arabia and South Korea.
As the business grew more successful, grossing more than $3
million during its first seven months, Deaver encountered public
allegations that he was trading on
his connections with the Reagan
administration.
In the spring of 1986, Deaver requested an investigation by an independent counsel and agreed to
testify before the House Energy.
and Commerce oversight subcommittee, which was studying allegations Deaver violated conflict-ofinterest laws.
The indictment, returned last
March 18, charges that Deaver
lied to both the subcommittee and
a grand jury empaneled by
Seymour when he said he could
not recall a series of contacts with
former Reagan administration
colleagues on behalf of lobbing
clients.

rate watchers' specials
Looking for the right kind
of savings 'diet' to get your
money growing? No need
to look any further than
our savings certificates,
earning you higher-thanregular-savings-accounts
rates of return. Like these:

C6elfIcnalltie MO0/0

_OR Iti(f4

Copyright 1987 United Feature Syndicate

CleVr2tifYiceatre
21/2 Year
Certificate

MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY

31/2 Year
Certificate

Captain D's,

SPECIAL!
99°

8.250/0
8.500/0
9.00%

Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal.
Rates change each Tuesday.

Buy one 2-Piece Fish Dinner
for $2.99, get another one for 994
Each 2-piece fish dinner includes. Two
golden-brown fish fillets, natural-cut french
fries, fresh cole slaw, and two Southern -style
hush puppies

IN Captain

.A great little seafood place.

700 Pd. 12th

753-9383
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Heated battle expected as
jury selection begins for
Deaver's big perjury trial

workers found remnants of in Indian settlement, but no pioneer artifacts have been found.
O'Malley said if evidence
recovered from the preliminary
dig indicates further work would
be worthwhile, a full excavation
could begin a year from now.
Nearly $18,000 for the project's
first phase was provided by the
Kentucky Heritage Council, the
Fort Boonesborough State Park
Association, the Kentucky Department of Parks and the Madison
County Historical Society, said
Jim Kurz, who headed fundraising efforts at the University of
Kentucky.

'If there are obstacles, the shortest
line between two points may be the
crooked line "
Bertolt Brecht

MONDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1991

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Irm-Tm
Bank of Murray
I
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"

ii

Member FDIC
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CITY TAX NOTICE
In order to avoid a 10% PENALTY,City of
Murray Property taxes must be paid prior
to November 1, 1987. Payments by mail
must be postmarked October 31 in order to
avoid the 10% penalty. The City Clerk's Office is open 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday and will be open on Saturday, October 24th, 9:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.
Jo Crass
City Clerk
2

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
'
If yoyr present policy
is oN.4r 5 years old, it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•Iree local

claim service"

2

Notice

2

GRAND opening
Ye
Olde Antiques, 917 Col
dwater Road. Register
for prizes.
MASTERCARD! Visa.
Regardless of credit
history. Also, new
credit card. No one
refused! For informa
tion call... 1-315-733-6062
Ext. M2717.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Due to expanding business, we now have
several career opportunities for the right
people.
The ideal candidates will be energetic,
creative, willing and able to learn. Job
,duties will be many and varied. Must be
able to relate well with others, pass along
knowledge and handle paperwork and all
details involved. Must have 5 + years work
experience and a degree in business.
We offer an excellent salary, a full range
of employee fringe benefits and an opportunity for professional growth. Send resume
to P. 0. Box 305, Murray, KY 42071. Our
employees know of this ad.

Notice

Berk line
urniture Gallery
Now Open At

Shoppers Mall•
Wiggins Furn.
Buoding
2 nit N of Murray
On US 641
Rettort JP*/ Wt9goris. Dews
'53-45645
Opm Thurs., Frt.
I SM. P-S; Sok. 12.5

WANTED White chris•
tian widower, to cor
respond, age 35 40.
Preferable in Kentucky.
Write P.0 Box 5211,
Mayfield, KY 42066
WE teach skin care.
Results oriented pro
ducts. Dermatologist
tested. Mary Kay has a
skin care system for
you. Call today.
Sharilyn Wisehart, professional Mary Kay
Beauty Consultant, 753
9514 or 753 4734

6

Help

Wanted

EARN excellent money
in home assembly work.
Jewelry, toys & others
FT & PT available. Call
today! 1 518.459 3546
(toll refundable) Ext.
8973 24Hrs.

Mrray Ledger & Times
6

Help

Wanted

CHRISTIAN owner of
heavy collision amcf
restoration shop with
wholesale auto dealers
license looking for
working partner or
experienced employed
Near Sarasota Florida
Send resume to SAB
490 Buena Vista
Nokomis, FL 34275
rSTABLISHED
heating
air condition
irig business searching
for experienced service
men Call 753 8181 be
tween 8A M -4.30P M
rXCELLENT WAGES
for spare time assembly
work, electronics,
crafts. Others infor
(504) 641 0091 EXT 1866
Open 7 days CALL
NOW!
GET paid for reading
books! $100 per title
Write: ACE 187C, 161 S.
Lincolnway, N. Aurora,
IL 60542
'HIRING' Governmenf
lobs
your area $15,000
$68,000 Call (602) 838
8885 Ext 684"
LARGE marketing
company expanding
needs representatives
part time and full time
Excellent career op
portunity
Resume to
P 0 Box 630, Murray
MAYFIELD: Mature
person to manage office
in new laboratory. Must
be competent in com
munication skills, IBM
computer. Salary
commensurate with
experience. Benefits.
Write personal letter
detailing experience to
P.O. Box 1040 L
NEED a lob 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: Illyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or More, (3)
You are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky
Private Industry
Council
JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 830
12005 days a week
NEED person with
typing experience for
part time office posi
tion. Apply at Murray
Data Graphics, 408
Main St., Murray.
NEED work full or
part-time. Call Avon.
Faye McClure 753 0232
or want to buy Avon_

6

Help

Wanted

6.

Murray -Calowy.
County Hospital is
seeking a part-time
licensed beautician.
For more information contact:

Help

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY'
Large

corporation

outstanding
mg for

a

tative
be

sales represen

local

managerial

Richard Starts

v.ith

ability

and

Business

ambition

Porsonnel Diroctor

must

resident

or

sales background helpful
In requesting personal in
terviea
please submit

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky.

care for
my home in
Experienced
references 492

1 will -keep and

lady

in

Hazel

Business Opportunity

10

resume stating personal

753-5131

history.

education

business

Ext. 113

ai

experien,

RECEPTIONIST
Typing a must, compu
ter helpful, must work
weekends. Thursday
through Monday
Call
.4 7 4 2 2 5 8 between
10 A.M. 4P.M. for
appointment
SPEECH
LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGIST. Full
time position with
National Health Corp
in GlaSCO, Ky
L P
Provide diagnostics and
therapy in a skilled
nursing facility and out
patient program, will
consider CFY SP or
CCC SP. For further
information call Dale
Shelton. M A., CCC SP
Regional Coordinator
Communications Dis
orders Service 90) 465
9861 or write P 0
Drawer D. Summer
wile, Tn. 38068
TOOL and Die maker
Experienced in die cast
dies, 5 years minimum
experience Payed in
surance and vacation
Phone 901 642 2295

Mr. Jones

NAME LN U.S.A.

l'o Bo% Thi

WHOLESALE

'ape Girardeau.

ROun

MO K1:111

DISTRIBUTORSHIP
SET OWN HOURS
[-Licht pleasant HIGH
PRolKIT stable route
business restocking
FROM CAR 10(11.104illelS
•rith BIGGEST NAME IN
FoOl) INDUSTRY AO year
old product stocked by
es cry mayor food store
b:NJOYS LIFETIME
REPEAT BUSINESS
Must aspire up to

WANTED
Part -Cm,
employee to work as
salesperson in hare
ware department
Apply at Murray Supply
Co
TUPS
Oct
21)t
only No phone calls
WE'RE expanding our
operation
Need
salesmen for Murray
and West Kentucky
area
About average'
salary Apply in person
At_Ser_v_all Termite C
Hwy 121 N
Bypass
ohone calls

INCOME OF
$40,000 YR. UP
filter% Was granted ONLY
to strictly QUALIFIED
PRE SCREENED AP
PIACANTS submitting (AT
TIME OF RESPONDING
Ti) AI). All. the to/lowing
I. Times available to nor
vice accounts Days Even
wigs Weekends
12. MI ST INCLUDE Alti
SOLUIT: PROOF of re
indeed $4000 for inventory
NON lt BANK AT TIME
oF RESPONDING TO

TRAVEL AGENT
131 Year Car and Phone
Number
write Holt 1040h r o thts
paper

TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST

11

Instruction

WANTED:
Part-time employee
to work as
salesperson in hardware department at

1-800-327.7729

e•O
lella

MI11010. ••• trr
111011111AL loc, rano a v..
rill •• Prz;v
••••
p
Atc rodlike(' laiDervbs.• NA rrs

Murray Supply
Company
Tues
No

Financial Aid A v elleb.•

Situation Wanted
HE and Sne Cleaning
Will do housecleaning
business cleaning and
windows Call 759 157t,
or 489 264.4

9

Oct 20 Only
Phone Cans

-

1

14

Want to

Buy

..UNK cars and trucks
753 3633 ask for Larry
,VANTED scrap gold
and silver Best prices
paid 502 436 7263 ask
for Mike

THE SCHOOL BUS RAN
OVER MY LUNCH BOX!

Articles for

Sale

15' BOAT and trailer,
60HP Evinrude motor,
5.700 Mark Ii Eagle CB
radio 5,300 Golden Rod
antenna $5 474 8038
Home

16

Furnishings

GENERAL electric
white washer and
lryer, 2 1,2 -years old
1101 A Circarama
Farm

19

wcy

NANCy
6LUGGO

5LCGC10

•-••• Sre-r-r-rs.

20

AWH..- .THERE'5 NOTHING
LIKE A &OOP NAP

Equipment

HYDROLIC fold
'8
Cali
disc
$2500
492 8790
PLANT bed gasing and
covering
Using men
thol bromide and black
embossed plastic
Call
David Feagin. Kirksey.
489 2740
-

WITH THE POSSIBLE EXCEPTION
OF TWO GOOD NAPS

"When I got home. Harold's coal and hot were
gone, his worries were on the doorstep, and
Gladys Mitchell, my neighbor, says she saw him
heading west on the sunny side of the street.-

Sports

Equipment

BROWNING BLR lever
action, 308 cal rifle
Less than 60 rounds
With
4x
fired
scope
$350 759 9669

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

REALLY?
HAS IT
BEEN
THAT
LONG?

FUNNY HOW TIME
FLIES WI-IEN YOU'RE
HAVNG FUN

1

2

SPAN
BAR
ALEC
iHEIGG ORE
SURE
C QICI MG A
E112111131
WEDDED GIEERED
LA
OPA la
L0E
SEEIRCIE S T
IOU IT at
MO A
URD GI R
LIOND
R
I
ER

0

gat

1 Cry
2 Ms Lupin()
3 Catch colloq
4 Auction
5 Shammed
6 Babylonian
deity
7 "The sixth
sense
5

I mg c
ma L EGO
HR

TE1313

DOWN

4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

43 Click beetle
44 River in
Germany
45 Teutonic
deity
47 Row
49 Climbing
device
53 Painter
57 Poem
58 Dirties
60 Caspian or
Baltic
61 Kneel
62 Stretched
63 Encountered

16

l5

19

22

23

24

55

17

25

18

21

20

26

27

5

32

31

33
36

34

39

40

42

43

45
49

57
C.1

SO

51

46

47

55

53

52

56

62

59

DOG

LIVSLIS
al

LL

ER11121
NEAU

20 Ancient
22 Skyward
23 Black tea of
India
24 Latin
conjunction
26 Fabrics
28 Diphthong
10
9
11
29 Vincent 30 Chemical
compound
32 Goal
33 Bidding
35 Put up stake
39 You and me
40 Decay
41
hoc
28
30
29
(for a special
case only)
44 Morsel
46 Balance
37
48 Gaelic
49 Tennis Stroke
11 55 50 Fuss
51 Condensed
moisture
52 Fish eggs
54 Doctrine
55 Bishopric
56 Make lace
54
55 56
59 At home

as
555

55.5
.

3555
38

PAO

8 Profound
9 Baseball
need
10 Be in debt
11 Sun talk
16 Vicious
18 Scorch

6

aa

S

Sports

Equipment

BROWNING compound
bow with all accessories
including arrows 753
9817 after 6P M
NEW U K section af
Faye's Caps, shirts,
lockets and more Next
to Pagliai's, 753 7743
22

Musical

rLECTRO voice stereo
loud speakers
$200/pair Call 753 8226
after 7P M
24
Miscellaneous
1 GREAT recipe Mar
ning Glory Muffins
Send $2 plus self
addressed stamped en
velope to Box 19 New
Concord, Ky 42076
T 5 CARAT diamond
earrings for sale like.
new Call Scott Wilson
753 0586
RESTURANT booths S•••401
with tables 1 barbeque
pit all steel construc
tion
large c apac it y
753 3139
fixl 0 -STORAGr
building on treated
runners attractively
trimmed 753 5.401
ALL chain saw chains
20% oft Stokes Equ-ip
ment, Industrial Road,
753 1319
BASEBALL cards. 150.
000 1950 through 1987 3
cents each 35-4 8050
ZAMPER topper for
small pick up truck,
5'6"wide X 6'4" long,
good condition $50
759 1965, 8A M 3P M
P BODY tone 300
435 4500 after 5 30R
dryer, $50 Olds
✓ 8 alum
intake and
carb $65
Craigers,
$110, '69 F 150. needs
motor. $300 '70 F 100 1400 753 9489
rIREWOOD for sale.
.437 46,67
FIFEWOOD for safe
Delivered
Call after
6P M 436 7587
• R EWOOD for sale,
Red oak $28 stacked,
$26 thrown off 436 5130
FIREWOOD 525 a rick.
delivered
Cut to
specified size All over
77' in length, $30 a rick
753 2187 or 759 4794

rLEC

-

FIREWOOD and tree
trimming
Free es
timates 753 5.476
sale
40 gallon
electric water heater
New stilt -in crate $110
753 8.457 after SP M
LARGE. large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky 502 217 7831 NEW and used electric
motors for sale 1 and 3
phase We can sell you a
motor for less than you
can have it rewound
Get our price before you
Dill Electric 759
buy
1577
RON S Muffler now has
SURE PULL --trailer
hitches Heavy duty
shocks for $15 95 each
installed
Mufflers
Will
$26 95 installed
change oil, filter with
tube $1495 400 N 4th St
753 3514
SEASONED firewood
for sale $25 a rick, 2
rick minimum 436 2744
after 6P M
SHARP COPIERS for
sale, service, supplies
or demonstration Call
toll
free 1 800 248 4319,
Copy Tech Company.
Benton, Ky
USED 55 gallon drums
very good Condition
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
WE win service all
makes of kerosene
heaters plus stock all
parts Bring yOur hea
ter in for Servicing,
receive 20% off Stokes
Equipment, Industrial
Road, 753 1319
WICKER desk, $40,
girls dresses, like new,
size 14. Call after
4 30P AA: 753 8498

roR

Lowery Magic
Genie 88 Organ
Antique glas.s, cone( t
tile.s

mist- nem,

753-785S

a8

13
12US

[wITàU

5ARGE, 120 YOU
REALIZE YOU
FIRST CAUGHT
ME LOAFING 5
YEARS AGO?

1 Evil deed
4 Haste
9 Derek and
Hopkins
12 Harem room
13 Cancel
14 Intimidate
15 Talk foolishly
17 Annoy
19 Choir voice
21 Math term
22 Imitated
25 "Nightmare
on
- Street
27 Back of neck
31 Lease
32 Imperils
34 Stamp of
approval
35 In addition
36 Digit
37 That thing
38 Stumbled
41 High card
42 Sample

20

TOP FOOD

Send resume to

15

WHAT DO YOU HAVE?

Wanted

Good
8510
WILL babysit, any age,
day or night Excellent
references Phone 492
8552
WILL do housecleaning
Call 753 5.494 after 5P M

has

sales open

Individual

Situation

9.

Wanted

55

60

63

a.

26.TV Radio
LEASE TO OWN 25'
console TV with remote,
$53 a month
Murray
Rental & Sales. 753 820).
LEASE TO OWN
19
color TV, $28 a month.
Murray Rental & Sales.
753 8201
LEASE
OWN Wir
eleSs remote VCR, $32 a
month. Murray Rental
& Sales. 753 8201.
SEARS color TV, per
table. 753 9873
7ENITH VCR's with
wireless remote; 11
day, 4 event timer.
$339 95 and 359.95.
Layaway for Christmas
now at Tucker TV, 1911
Coldwater Rd. 753 2900

n

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60 1975 LAWRENCE,
excellent condition. Must
see to appreciate D 4 Fox
Meadows. Priced to sell.
759 9890 or 753 5677,
1/x60 MOBILE 'home,
setup, ready to move in,
owner will finance with
$1000 down, 5 miles east
of town. 7594850

CD
,)OCTOBER 119, 1987
(
NIONDAY

CLASSIFIEDS
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27 Mobile Homes for Saw
1 9 7 0 -2 BEDROOM
mobile home with shed,
reasonably priced, in
Fox Meadows 753 7189
LIKE new, 14 x 6S
almond mobile home,
triple insulation,
therma storm windows,
central heat and air
$10,000 firm
901 782
3513
WINTER in Florida for
$143 a month
Park
model on lake 30 miles
north of Clearwater
Beach for sale for
$17,000 Call for all
details 753 6668
28 Mobile Homes for Rent

31

Apts for

Rent

N OW taking ap
plications for 1 and 2
bedroom, section 8, low
income family at
Southside Manor Apar
tments Cali 753 8221
E qual Housing
Opportunity
ONE bedroom fur
nished apartment No
pets
121 next to
fairgrounds $100
month 753 3139
TAKtNG applications
for Section 8
Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
EiR
Apply Hilldale
Apts , Hardin, Ky
E qual Housing
Opportunity

BEDROOM mobile
home for rent $135 33 Rooms for Rent
deposit, $135 a month
ROOM for rent 575 per
Call after 5P M
month Call 759 4104
753 9227
2 OR 3 BR furnished or 34 Houses for Rent
unfurnished, some new
BEDROOM frame
furniture, natural gas )
house 407 S 10th Ex
electric, air con
tended, immediate
ditioned
Shady Oaks
possession 492 8548
753 5209
2
BEDROOM un
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North furnished house 3 miles
from town on 94E $150
16th Street now has
trailer lots and trailers security deposit $150 a
month rent
Couple
for rent 753 9866
Only
No pets
Call
753 5404
BEDROOM brick,
Hazel, Ky , Available
November 1st $250 per
month, $200 deposit No
Mobile Home
pets
Phone
901 247 5142
Repair
4 BEDROOM house on
North oh Street $325 a
Anchoring h
month plus deposit and
omplete Repair
references 753 4509 or
753 9386
* (502) 492-8488 * NICE 3 to I bedroom
brick home at Colawa
ter Carport, 2 baths,
29 Heating and Cooling
workshop. stove, water
furnished
Re
$300
ATLANTA wood burn
ing stove excellent ferences and security
deposit 502 235 5165
condition S125 474 2327
Two bedrooms, stove,
after 6P M
refrigerator, utility 8
COAL or wood burning
miles SE of Murray
stove, $75 753 2964
Married couples only
WOODBURNING References,
deposit
fireplace insert (King) Call 492
8594 after 6P M
with blower and grate
1 4 steel plate' double
wall construction with 36. For Rent or Lease
cast iron doors
25"Hx35"Wx18 'D $200
Key MiniCall 753 5.890

* Four Star *

43

Real Estate

kOPPERUD Realty
otters a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes All price
rasioes. Phone 753- 1223or toil free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you
LOCATED ap
proximately 2 1/2
miles from lake, 15
acres of land with 1982
14x70 New Maven with 2
room addition, concrete
porch and awning, brick
underpinning
Extra
nice
Also, includes
40x50 block shop with
216x50 shed
Call 436
5874 after 6P M

44

Lots for

Sale

IMPROVED large lots
some with trees Johnny
Robertson Road 753 9302
anytime, 1539612 after
5P.M.
KENTUCKY Lake lot T
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500 Home 412 1770
or Office 442 3632 Ow
ner financing
NICE lot on 121, 61.1
miles North on natural
gas lines 180x300, $3600
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870

45

Farms for

Sale

10 ACRES with 4 bed
room house and shop
Located at Coldwater
Call 489 2761 after 6P M
Shown by appointment
only

46

Homes for

Sale

2 BEDROOM house in
county
3 fireplaces,
high ceilings, partially
remodeled
Woodwork
mg shop, other out
buildings, fencing,
gardens, fruit plan
tings $23,000 759 1625
2 BEDROOM on 1 acre.
Furnished $76,000. tin
furnished $20.000 11
miles east on 94 474
2755
tY owner on Barkley
Lake
3 bedroom,
Warehouses
bath, fireplace,
32 Apts for Rent
workshop, satellite,
Hwy. 121 South
1 bedroom apartment
wood burner plus heat
1.
.
Lease and deposit No
pump and central air
753991$ II no answer:
pets 7-53 9108 after
5.69,000 502 886 3708
7534078, 753-0098
4P M
NICE 3 bedroom brick
1 bedroom apartments TRAILER lot for rent home on double lot in
Murray Manor Apart .435 4336
Maplewood Estates,
ments 753 8668 Equal
less than 1 mile from
37 Livestock-Supplies
Housing Opportunity
town 2100 Sq. Ft with
1 two bedroom apart SIMMENTAL and fireplace insert, central
air and heat, double
ment
1 one bedroom Simbrah bulls
Per
$55 9 0 0
apartment 1 efficiency formance & semen garage
759 9698
apartment Furnished
Excellent qua)
tested
Some utilities fur
ity $650 & up Cadiz, ONLY 10 minutes from
nisned
Murray to spacious 4
Deposit re
Ky 522 8794
quired 753 8756 or. 753
bedroom 2 bath brick
4017
with central gas heat,
38 Pets Supplies
1 or 2 BEDROOM FNG,LISH Pointer city gas, city water and
attached 2 car garage
apartment near down
puppies, 10 weeks old
for $35,900 Call James
town Murray Call 753
435 4500 after 5 30P M
4 1 0 9 , 7 6 1 6 6 5 0 or PARAKEETS. $7 95 at Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753 1492
436 7844
Cock atiels, $49 95
OWNER moving out of
2 BEDROOM apart
COnures., $49 95, state
Nice 3 bedroom
ment in Ncirthwood
Senegal Parrot, 149 95
brick, hardwood floors,
mbnth
per
4
$2 5
Ring Neck Parakeet,
attached 1 car garage,
759 46
$3995, and also Poodle
central heat and air,
AP AR T ME NT S for puppies
Paradise
across street from Lake
rent Calf 753 2411 days
Kennels 753 4106
Barkley, Canton $44,
753 3503 nights
900 924 5315
40
Produce
Nor
Cal
apts
MUR
REPO bargain 4 room
thwooa Dr 1, 1 or 3 BR
SWEET potatoes for home-- with full base
Equal sale 2 moles west of
Now renting
ment. Priced at $18,500
Housing Opportunity
Hazel on State Line Rd
Offers „encouraged Call
759 4984
492 8580 or 412 8651
Kim at Wilson Realty
753 3263.
RUSTIC privacy 3 year
old cedar ranch 2100 sq
ft , 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
formal living room,
Saturday, October 24'9:O1) a.m.••1987
kitchen/ breakfast
Paris, Tennessee
area, large dining
family room, utility
Auction held at 801 Jackson St.; turn
room, 500 sq ft recreanorth off Paris Parkway onto Dunlap St.
tion room. Country
to Jackson St.; turn east (right) onto
decor, earth tones. Oak
Jackson Street, go 3 blocks to house on
cabinet's,' 12x24 treated
deck, all electric. 1.3
right.
acre lot, loc'ated on
••SELLING TO SETTLE THE ANNA
dead end lane, sur
PARKHILL ESTATE••ABSOLUTE
rounded by Pine forest
Located in Marshall
AUCTION••APZi 800 LOTS**
County only 10 minutes
•TiQuEti a IFI RNITURE •• Walnut Washstand
from Kentucky Dam/
V. Marble & Buryl• Walnut 4 Drawer Chest• Dropleaf
beach. $58,500
ap
Table • Walnut China Cabinet • Loveseat & Chair •
pointment 442 1859.
Mahogany Dropleaf End Table • Brass Fern Stand •
Walnut Bed • Walnut hemp Tables • Folding Game
47 Motorcycles
Table • Caned Straight Chair • Arm Rocker • Duncan
1982 YAMAHA SECA
Phyfe Dining Table • Sewing Rocker • Chicago Wall
400, low mileage $900
Telephone • What Knot w/Bevel Mirrors •
759 4506
GLASSIA ARE •• Limoge • White Ironstone • Ludevine
1986 QUAD Sport Suzuki
• Pressed Glass • Amberina • Blue Stoneware Pitcher
•(61 Piece Water Pitcher Set •Carmel Slag Vase • Hob
4 wheeler LT 130 S,
nail • Carnival Vases & Bowls•Cobalt Blue • Art Glass
$1300. Also, 1969 GMC
• Vasoline Glass • Opalescent•CUTGLASS• APPROX.
wrecked on front end,
IMATELY 45 PIECES • Bowls, Nappies. Clock Bases
with 2 new tires, fancy
Pitchers, Bottles • 3 ANTIQUE HANGING LIGHTS
wheels. Can be used for
W/H P SHADES • Alladin Lincoln Drape Lamps •
parts Can be seen at
Brass Parlor Lamp w /Marble Base • 30 Small Oil
1644 West Olive Of call
Lamps • Brass Organ Lamp • Handpainted Bavarian
753 2498
& Germany & Limoges Plates Fruit & Wildlife Scenes
• 2) Bride Baskets w /Raised Enamel Flowers • Ger
49 Used Cars
many Meissen Plates & Saucers •
1977
MONTE Carlo,
(41 Staffordshire Dogs*
excellent condition. Call
CLOCKS •• Session Banjo Clock w/Painted Front•Seth
and
between 8A M
Thomas Kitchen Clock • New Haven Clock wilron Case
2P M 759 4679
• Iron Mantle Clock w/Brass Face • China Face Man
1979 4 DOOR Pontiac .
tle (lock & Matching Candelabras •
Catalina station wagon,
PAINTINGS & FRAMES ••(ill & Watercolor Paintings
68,000 miles, $2600 Also,
& Frames, Wildlife Prints & Hunting Scenes • Walnut
1976 4 door Chevy
Mahogany, & Crossbuck Frames •
Impala station . wagon,
APPROXIMATELY 45 DOLLS • ACCESSORIES ••
83,000 miles, $500. 753
Hanover Germany Doll, 7,
1" • Little German Boy
8534.
"Wide Awake" Doll, 5- • German AM Bisque Doll
1979 CAMARO, PS, PB,
w/Leather Hedy, 20-• small Minerva Doll w/Padded
Body •Shirley Temple 013 Cbmposi tion Doll•Florodora
A/C, rally wheels,
Doll AM 4/OM • Germany Pet Name Dolls "Helen"
spoiler, automatic
"Betty" "Marlon"• AM Bisque 1o11 ono ft 5370• Many
transmission, white
More Dolls''1 • Walnut Doll Bed • Doll Clothes, Hats.
with red interior, real
Wigs • Dishes • Chairs • Wooden Trunk • Portrait
good motor, no rust,
Dishes •
new paint, new brakes
MISCELLANEOUS •• Jewelry Boxes • Dresser Sets •
and just tuned up. $3000.
Butter Molds • Tea Berry Vasoline Gum Stand •
If you're looking for a
Miniature Banjo • Many more Items'', **CALL FOR
real good local car don't
DETAILED BROCHURE**
miss this one. 753 9400
after 6P.M.
1979 FORD LTD 4 door,
PS, PB, AM/FM radio,
good tires, good condi
tion. 502 436 2263 ask for
Ai
N,
NI.ot v to t. A o•• goo,' Soo I,.,
.,,,
Mike
I I
MA,VIII 1111,, wart
No if?
"Ito. v •
hoof. Sill
1981 DODGE Diplomat,
,
Oil 214 Unoyer,oly SI'
.1
•
4 door, power, air,
VII I` Pi I,
tilred SO
,
ruise, 2 tone tan, vinyl
411111
Morn Penner To Sell
fop, extra good condi
The Alevvrieler Wi
+ion. Also, utility
trailer. 437 4259.

PUBLIC AUCTION

rcy.r

ALEXANDER

AUCTIONS AND REAL ESTATE SALES

49

Used

Cars

1982 PONTIAC 6000 LE
4 door, loaded, silver
with blue velour inter
ior $3100 753 7291
1983 AUDI 5000 turbo
diesel, loaded, 58,000
miles, $6000 753 4981
Nvi.d An Extra Car
For

A

R..or

Few Days?

IN am Cr..o.

At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc
502 753

2617

1983 NISSAN Sentra
door, PS, PB, AM/FM
stereo cassette, good
MPG $3700 762 3813
1983 Z 28 CAMARO,
5.5900 435 4338
1984 Z 28, 5 0 LITER
HO, T tops, all options,
39,000 miles Call Chip
753 1717. after 6P M
491 8317
1986 CUTLASS
1
Supreme 753 2964
owner car $10,000
1986 CUTLASS Sierra,
low mileage $7000 firm
759 4594
1986 MUSTANG LX, PS,
PB, AM FM stereo,
cruise, rear window
defogger, low miles
$6200 762 3813
'73 CONVERTIBLE VW
Super Bettie 759 1155
4P M 7P M
'76 BUICK Skylark,
good condition, PS, PB,
air, $1200 or best offer
Call before 2P M 502
345 2799
77 DATSUN F 10 sta
tion wagon, 9,000 miles,
'79 Subaru wagon, 9,000
miles, '77 Datsun F 10,
sedan, '76 Toyota wa
gon, 59,000 miles 474
2325
81 MIRADA, must sell
Make otter 759 9988

49

Used

Cars

'82 MAZDA R X7 GS
Maroon, sun roof, air,
excellent condition
Asking $5300 474 8865

50

Used

Trucks

1973 DODGE truck and
tool box 489 2598
1983 FORD Ranger
pickup $2850. Call 492
8566
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup. Call 492 8566
'77 TOYOTA pickup
with long bed
$700
436 5851
52. Boats Motors
15HP MARINER mo
tor, aluminum boat and
trailer, Hummingbird
LCR 2000 depth finder,
$700. Excellent condi
tion. Evenings 753 3716.
40 houseboat.
Good condition with
purchase of $5800
equipment and ac
cessories. Trade for
bassboat. 753 2594
PONTOON with 35HP
outboard Evinrude mo
tor, good running con
dition $800 Can be seen
on Kentucky Lake call
,314-471 1096 after 6P M.
'(Sikeston, Mo I for
location.

FREE

53

Services

Offered

A 1 ENTERPRISE
Wholesale dealer in gas
and wood burning ap
pliances, offering full
service installation.
Also, fireplace repair
'Chimney cleaning
'Masonry •Damper
'Bird screen • Hoods
436 5355.
A 1 STUMP Removal
Reasonable rates, 10"
below surface Call us
before you decide Free
estimates 753 0906
ALL types of masonry
work. Block, brick,
concrete all basements,
kiu,,ay6 FulIor.
driveways, patios.
Large or small iot;ts.
Chimneys and chimney
CO
,,
t7 k of
repair.. 26 years experience. - Charles-. Bar
nett 753-5476
APPLIANCE
SERVICE_ Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
New& Used
Whirlpool
27 years
GM Executsve
experience. Parts and
Program Vehicles
service. Bobby Hopper,
001-641-3000
Bob's Appliance Ser
Hwy 79 W. - Parisi
vice, 202 S 5th St.
Business 753 4872, 436
CADILLACS, Mer
cedes., Porsche, etc. 5848 (home)
FOR most any type
direct from govern
ment. Seized in drug driveway white rock
raids. Available your also, any type gravel,
area. Save Sthousands.S. dirt and sand call Roger
2)645.3 3000, including Hudson, 753 4545 or
753 6763.
Sunday, Ext A5417
GILLS Trucking & Coal,
NIStAN 1984 anniver
sary Edition 300ZX, N. 17th St., Mayfield,
only 5000 made, 5 speed, Ky. Lump & stoker coal,
loaded, 38,000 miles, picked up or delivered.
Phone 247 3797 Open
owner financing 753
9/40
8a.m. 4p m. Mon. Fri

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Paris, TN

Peppers
Chrysler•Plymouth-Dodge

53

53 Services

Services Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Keivinator and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, ais
hwashers, re
frigerators, etc
Earl
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
5341.
t ACKHOE service
ditching sewer repair
septic tank installation
and repair
Gene
Steeley, 753 6156
YARD landscaping,
leveling driveways,
blade work and bush
hogging Call 436 5430 or
753 0659
CHARLES Moffitt
Landscaping, nursery
carpentery, and general
house repairs Call -159
1826 after 5P M
CHRIS'S Counselor
and advisor E.S.P and
card reading 901 642
7050 appointment only.
COLLEY Tree Service
Keep your trees in
shape by topping, prun
ing, deadwooding,
spraying, fertilizing, or
removal of unwanted
trees. Stump removal
Complete tree care. 14
years experience Free
estimates. 753-0366.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, brick and
block work CALL 502
492 8160
COSTUME rentals at
Mr Tuxedo 759 4073
DRESS making,
alterations, drapes, etc
436 5850
MITCHELL Paving
Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753 1537.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs

53

Offered

UTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications
Call
Sears 753 1310 for free
estimate

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

Houseboat for Sale

618-524-2533 or 524-5025

Dial
-AService
•
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

:0

And this is just a partial listing.
Come see for yourself how much you can save.
"Whatever It Takes
We Want To Be Your
Car or Truck Co."

PEPPERS
Call 842-5861
or Toll Free
1-800-345-3821

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-5

00

cx‘e Murray
Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic •
Ph. 502-759-11 58 days 502-753-7204 nights
24 NI, SWAGS Hwy 464 E., 1824 N., Almo, KY 42020
Truck wash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
8 AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Irons and Carrier dealer
for sales and service In Murray
and Calloway County.

Spouse Abuse
Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

TRANE

.,nollosornipir
753_8181

hi.,I.•
.
,,.

Greg's Vinyl Tops

Poison Control

753-9841

Center Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

753.7588

502 759 4034 DAYS 502 753 1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

Calloway County Rescue Squad

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE

7536952
-

HOWARD DUNCAN. OWNER

Truck Wash
RT 2 BOX 45A

=

CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE

753-5131

PM

Phone
753-2571

or•Kt %,OMS

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

'87 Ford Ranger...local 1 owner, less than
10.000 miles, lots of warranty left. Striped
and sharp

'82 Dodge Rampange...local, 1 owner, just
52,000 actual miles, 4 speed, extra clean

‘41% 1

Police
11

911

TRUCKS & VANS

'87 Dodge 0150...automatic. full power &
air, ilocal 1 owner, that needed a car instead
of a truck In perfect condition only 5,000
miles & balance of factory 7/70 warranty.
Red & ready for you.
'86 Plymouth Voyager-Mini-Van...local
1 owner, new mini-van trade-in. 7 passenger
seating, 2 tone blue, full power & air, tilt,
cruise, AM/FM stereo cassette.
'86 Chevy S-10...13,000 miles, 1 owner,
auto, power steering, in ex cond.
'86 Dodge D-50...gas saving truck with just
8,800 miles, not 88,000, just 88 hundred.
sharp and clean
'85 Chevy Monster 4x4...local. 1 owner,
trophy winning show truck, 1 look and you
will want to own it

ECNO

• A
-

Offered

SEPTIC tank installa
Gene
tion and repair
Steeley, 753 6156
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening
40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753 2674
Stella, Ky.
VCR, car and home
stereo repair World, of
Sound, "the oldest
stereo store around- 222
S 12th St., 753 5865

1977 Captain's Craft, 50 ft., V-8,
generator,dual air, excellent condition, bottom just painted. At Town &
Country Marina. $23,500.

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 tld
Benton Rd 753 9400

802 Chestnut

'86 Olds Cutlass Calais...under 9.000 ml
Too nice to believe Local 1 -owner
'85 Cadillac Cimarron...completely loaded.
20.000 mi, local 1 -owner. nice car Must see
& drive
'83 Buick Regal Estate Wagon...1-owner,
full power & air, extra clean and nice

Ma
r
r

53 Services

Skil a-

Floor Sanding
Dustless Equipment
Stains& No Wax Floors
Our Specialty.
30 years experience
Bodssu Floor Co.
354-6127

CARS
Now!Now!Last Ono!87' Dodge Caravan...auto, air, 5-passenger Demo. has
1 500 (fifteen hundred) miles Will sell at a
clearance price
'86 Nissan Sentra...local 1 owner, air, AMFM Come drive and save.

Pre.arabn.114Wroo•ve

steiCMalt°
r.` or So'
INSULATION blown in
by Sears
TVA ap
1
proved Save on those
high heating and cool
Cana See
ing bills Call Sears
753 2310 for tree
111....• •••••
or.
estimate
LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn 1
mercial Air condition
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
55 l-eed and Seed
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203
TIMOTHY, Fescue and
MOBILE HOME
Orchard Grass $1 75
Specialist, Repair,
Cisic-s•frase 14
bale 436 5851
leveling, underpinning,
WHEAT straw and Ky
roofs, floors, plumbing,
7 S 357 V
31 Fescue seed 753 8156
wiring, washing,
or 753 6401
hurricane straps. 7594850.
*NEED work on your
-trees? We can beautify
753
ik
your yard by topping,
5940 *
shaping, dead wooding or
•
removing dead or dis
s
eased trees. For
•
satisifaction call the
-9
All Types Of
proven professionals
*
*
*
Bover's Tree Service 753Woodworking
Custom
*
0338. The competition
*
*
knows us you should too
&
*
*
ODD lob specialist, *
4
Kitchen
&
Bath
Cabinets
ceiling tans, electrical, *
•
'Drop
by 8 see our showroom
plumbing, fencing. You ik
9
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY
iser,,,o Bunny Bread
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
**********************
break, I fix. Call 436'
2868 evenings.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436'2617.
Q UALITY
workmanship Frame
and trim carpenter
icr
Remodeling, patio and
fencing. D L. Poole,
435-4306.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.

Lait• Hwy. 79
Paris, TN
Call Collact 901-642-5861
Lots Of Now Tracts-Ins Listed This Week

Services Offered
IspAlme•

MURRAY KY 42071

&,.

113'LLLIal

Starting A New Business?

1

RENTAVSALES

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

CENTER
,

Rent the tools you need.
753-8201
211 Main

.m
Call 759-9567 atter 4 p.

-.-1

7

-

1

I

Hill Electric

Murray-Maot. VVroLlow .-•
S,o,rig f enc,og
Gutters -- Shutters
Aluminum Siding -- Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
Et:: :1.ltitill AMA's& 4.s.stAl-ilts

Downs„,-)„,, &

121

By-Pass

24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

753-8407

--4

MICHELIN Neale Backhoe Service
BECAUSE SO MUD4 IS RIDING
ON YOUR TIRES

Randy Neale
_

owner

753-148usar'i

502-489-2470
Call after 4 p.m.

o

,--'• .4.,-...1....
' ••
faViiii

•

,

CARROLL

T i re &

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

0 .cOir:fpou,P.:1,.;
wehe
l aol;gene:,:0,4
ow "
'"•

•

Murray

1502i

No Job Too Small

Wheel Alignment

1105 Pogue

Bob Dial
489-2739

Robert Dial
5021 489-2153

Ky

-

Remodeling. Decks, Garages Br Additions
Garage Doors, Openers & Repair

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
11011(1a -Friday 8 a.m.-3 p.m. tiatunia 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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Best to speak at MSU

Republicans ask Collins
for expansion of session
FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP ) — The
Republican Party of Kentucky has
asked Gov. Martha Layne Collins
to add the issue of election fraud to
the call for the current special session of the General Assembly, according to a news release.
In a letter dated Saturday and
signed by GOP Chairman Robert
E. Gable, the party asked Collins
to broaden the call to include more
rigid penalties for those found
guilty of vote-buying or selling.
The letter said mandatory
minimum penalties for votebuying should be increased to one
year in jail for vote-buyers and to
30 days in jail for vote-sellers.
Currently, the maximum penalty for vote-buying is a $100 fine and
90 days in jail. The maximum
penalty for vote-selling is a fine of
$500.
The letter also asked the governor to direct the state attorney
general and the state police to conduct a thorough investigation of
election fraud in Kentucky. The
letter cited a recent week-long
series of articles on election fraud
in The Courier-Journal and said
allegations in the articles needed
to be investigated.
"This situation cries out for
leadership from the governor,"
Gable said in the news release.
"Vote-buying is a scandal that has
poisoned Kentucky politics for
many years. Governor Collins can

take a major step right now to end
this disgraceful, immoral and illegal behavior."
Barbara Hadley Smith, Collins'
press secretary, said the governor
had not seen the letter Saturday.
although it had been delivered.
The news release invited the
state Democratic Party to join in
the GOP's request.
The news release also contained
a five-part motion adopted Saturday by the Republican State Central Committee's Executive
Committee.
In addition to motions to ask Collins to broaden the special session
call and to begin investigations into election fraud, as well as the invitation to the Democrats, the motion also said:
—The U.S. Attorneys for both
the eastern and western districts
of the state should direct the FBI
to investigate whether a conspiracy exists to violate federal
and state election laws.
—The county boards of election
where election fraud allegedly exists should ask the state police to
patrol their voting places on Nov.
3, which is election day.
Legislators gathered • for the
special session last Wednesday.
The session was called to deal
with the ailing state workers' compensation program. Collins has
said she would not add any other
topics to the agenda.

by Julia Scully
AN OCCUPATIONAL STATUS SYMBOL
Even in the 1920s Germany. where big mustaches were
fashionable, this police officer's fly-away version must have
caused
some stares. But it also lent him an enviable air of authority
This proud policeman is one of more than 500 Germans
photographed earlier in this century by August Sander, whose goal
was to create a body of work representing Man of the 20th
Century." He classified his subjects into occupations such as baker
factory worker, teacher and doctor, considering them archetyp
es
of the larger social fabric Despite the tact that he ranged no further
than Germany in his grand undertaking, and thus could hardly claim
to have made a picture of 20ln century man. Sander left a unique
and
powerful dncument of a nation at a historic and fateful turning
point.
(Photo credit Courtesy August Sander Arenive,

OBITUARIES
Barry Jay Williams
Barry Jay Williams, 27, of Rt. 2.
Hazel, was pronounced dead on arrival at 12:45 p.m. Sunday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. (See accident story on
page 2).
He was a welder for Alexander
Manufacturing Co. Williams had
been discharged from the United
States Army in November 1986
after serving for four years.
Born July 11, 1960, in Greenfield,
Lnd., he was the son of Jesse
Williams and Helen Griggs
Williams.
Survivors are his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel; one son, Brandon Jay
Williams, Dayton, Ohio; two

sisters, Mrs. Randall (Sandra I
Jones, Hopkinsville, and Mrs.
Darrel (Beth) Wood, Elkton; one
brother, the Rev. Stanley
Williams and wife, Debbie, Cannonsburg; his grandparents, Bob
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Griggs, Elkton.
Services will be Tuesday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John
Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
I Monday).

Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Fulton
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Fulton, 66, Haley E. Hart.
of 1216 Dogwood Dr., Murray, died
Also surviving are four sisters,
Sunday at 8:30 a.m. at Baptist Mrs. Nelle Parrish, Miss Marjorie
East Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Crass and Mrs. James D.
She was a bookkeeper at Murray (Charlyne) Clopton, all of Murray,
Lumber Co. She was a member of and Mrs. Fred (Jo) Schultz,
First Christian Church and of Zeta Frankfort; her mother-in-law,
Department of Murray Woman's Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Murray.
Club.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
Born Jan. 7, 1921, in Marshall p.m. in the chapel of J.H. ChurCounty, she was the daughter of chill Funeral Home. Dr. David
the late Hardin Crass and Sophia
Roos will officiate. Music will be
Pace Crass.
by Margaret Boone, soloist, and
Mrs. Fulton is survived by her
Maxine Clark, organist.
husband, Henry Fulton; two
Burial will follow in Murray City
daughters, Mrs. Terry (Leal ) Cemetery.
Hart, Murray, and Miss Stacy
Friends may call at the funeral
Fulton, Nashville, Tenn.; two
home after 4 p.m. today
grandchildren, Fulton K. Hart and (Monday).

Mrs. Lottie Jones
Mrs. Lottie Jones, 89, died
Saturday at 11 p.m. at Helmwood
Village Nursing Home,
Elizabethtown.
A former resident of Murray,
she was a member of First Baptist
Church, Murray. Her husband,
Joseph Stanley Jones, died April
29, 1933.
Born Sept. 19, 1898, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late William A. Ray and Mary
Jane Graham Ray.

Mrs. Jones is survived by three
sons, Joseph Jones, Franklin,
Leon C. Jones, Benton, and James
L. Jones, Elizabethtown; one
brother, Harry Ray. Murray; six
grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Goshen Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1 p.m. Tuesday.

Hugh Melugin

(—

Graveside rites for Hugh
Melugin were Sunday at 3 p.m. at
Murray City Cemetery. John Dale
officiated.
Pallbearers were Clifton
Cochran, Eugene Schanbacher,
Auburn Wells, Henry Holton,
Perry Hendon and Sid Easley.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
was in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Melugin, 93, of 1312 Farris

Ave., Murray, died Friday at 1:25
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Jewel Gingles Melugin; two sons,
Dale Melugin and wife, Delphine,
Paducah, and Bob Melugin, Murray; three grandchildren, Robert
Melugin, Mrs. Robert (Laura)
Herndon and Mrs. John (Mary
Ann) Kelly.

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES,
753-7273
Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A" Rated (Excellent)
6R11121

Joseph G. Cowin
Joseph G. Cowin, 69, retired pro- Lions Club and the Civitan Club in
,
fessor industrial arts at Murray Murray.
State University, died Saturday at
Survivors are two daughters,
Manassas, Va. He had taught in- Mrs. Nancy Knight and her husdustrial arts at MSU for 21 years band. Sammy. of Fairfax, Va.,
before retiring in 1978.
and Mrs. Carolyn Miner and husBorn in Montieal, Canada, Prof. band, Ken, Sutton, Md., and five
Cowin became a naturalized grandchildren.
citizen of the United States. He
The funeral will be Wednesday
was honorable discharged from at' 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
the United States Navy following Churchill Funeral Home. Burial
World War II.
will follow in Murray Memorial
Prof. Cowin earned his Gardens.
bachelor's and master's degrees
Friends may call from 2 to 4
from Murray State and taught for
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday at the
two years at the University of Ten- funeral home.
nessee at Martin following his
The family requests that expresretirement from MSU. Before sions of sympathy be in the form of
coming to Murray, he taught donations to the American Cancer
seven years at Layfayette VocaSociety or the American Heart
tional School in Lexington.
Association. These may be made
He had been a member of the
at the funeral home

Randy Hooker arrested Saturday
Randy Hooker, 20, 41aducah,
was arrested Saturday and charged with second-degree assault, according to a report from Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams.
The charge stems from an inci-

dent that occurred on Sept. 15 in
the parking lot of the Murray
Dairy Queen, the sheriff said.
Hooker, who was arreste in
Paducah has been released on a
$2000 bond, Williams said.

City bans realistic toy guns
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
A California city has banned the
sale of realistic-looking toy guns
that police say threaten public
safety, while lawmakers in at
least three other states are considering similar action.
The ordinance banning toy gun
sales in Burbank in suburban Los
Angeles was passed after a man
wielding a toy replica of a
.45-caliber pistol interrupted a live
TV broadcast. It becomes effective next year.
Similar laws have been proposed in New Jersey, Massachusetts
and Kansas.
Toy guns, whether carried by
criminals or by innocent owners,
put police officers in a "very
precarious situation," says Dennis
Flaherty, executive director of the
Minnesota Police and Peace Officers Association.
"If you don't take action when
someone points what could be a
dangerous weapon, you could be
dead."
So people carrying toy guns risk
drawing fire from police who think
the weapons are real.

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

Last April, a sheriff's deputy in
Rancho Cucamonga. Calif.. fatally
shot a 19-year-old when the young
man wielding a toy gun rounded a
corner of a building. The deputy.
Dan'l Durrant, said flashes of light
from the the $440 toy convinced him
it was a real gun.
A teen-ager in Beaverton, Ore.,
was luckier in April 1986.
Sheriff's Deputy Dennis Kisor
told an 18-year-old to halt after he
saw the youth insert a clip into
what appeared to be a submachine
gun. The young man kept walking
toward Kisor, pulled out the
weapon and said it was a squirt
gun.
"If I had followed my training, I
would have killed him," Kisor
said.
The Burbank ordinance came
after a man wielding a toy replica
of a pistol interrupted a live broadcast Aug. 19 on KNBC-TV and
ordered consumer reporter David
Horowitz to read a statement.
Gary Stollman, 33, has been
ordered to stand trial on a felony
burglary charge of stealing air
time from the station

Professional
Hearing Care

Robert W Best, president and
chief executive officer of Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation in
Owensboro, will be the speaker at
the sixth annual College of
Business and Public Affairs banquet on the campus Homecoming
Eve, Oct. 30.
To begin at 6.30 p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom, the dinner reunion is among many events
planned in celebration of "It's a
'Trick or Treat' Homecoming" at
Murray State on Friday and Saturday. Oct. 30-31.
Douglas Myers of Hopkinsville,
'67, vice president and presidentelect of the college's alumni society will serve as the master of
ceremonies. Reporting on university and alumni news will be Dr.
John Thompson. dean of the college, and Roger Perry of Benton,
'71, president of the alumni soceity.
Best, who will speak about the
link between business and education, joined Texas Gas as an attorney in 1974. He served as senior
attorney, general counsel and vice
president before assuming his present responsibilities in 1985.

Stock Market
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
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ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Partners finally reach a decision on
a financial matter A higher-up may.
'seem evasive. You're enthusiastic
tonight. though you tend to(.1'me on
too strong
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
its a good time to sign contracts
and to reach oth4r agreements You
have extra drive now and the ability
to sell yourself. Some work late into
the wee small hours
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
ttl
Charm wins you alhes in business
A pet may capture your fancy Make
appointments now for job interviews.
P1,enasutre. is uppermost on your mind
tonight
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll enjoy an outing to the
movies or vane other entertainment
—.Friction at home is possible tonight.
Don't raise controversial issues with
close ties then.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
You may begin a home decorating
trip. In your rush to get things done,
you just might overlook some important details. Pay extra attention on
the job now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It's a good time to get your ideas
across to others. Creative work is
favored now. You may overspend,
especially in the pursuit of pleasure
after dark
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
ZelL
It's a good time to go after what
you want, but remember to accent
tact and cooperation. Don't be pushy.
The buying and selling of jewelry and
art objects are favored.

fri

sit

SCORPIO "
Met.23to Nov.21)
You're glib and self-expressive
today, yet a part of you remains aloof.
You'll get to the bottom of a rumor

I
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STONE-LANG CO.
mooring Aid Center
206 I. 461. Murray

11170.

Mstnictivel)
,

SAGrrrAsu-s
22 to ()ew 21)
Though Nou'll want to sat.' 111111. for
crerati‘e pursuits or a pet hohtb)
evening hours find )4Pll III
‘ery
social mewed Di a0 argue at','(it a
money matter
CAPRICORN
22 tolan 191
sure.. you're on the right track.
before committing extra time and
eneric; to a work project Museumer:.
art galleries and The lib' -has,. a
special appeal now
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb IMI
Business certainly Mixes well with
pleasure. Higher ups 'are willing to
negotiate Make plans trir wiwketul
travel now Advice is ges.41 on legal
matters
PISCES
(Feb 19 to Mar 2)11 .
1804
I tilt oral interests hold a special
appeal for you now A business
preposition may be a bit irivi 4%1d Be
sure to cemsult with advise.r. before
pre weeding
' !It
Te
are serisio‘e
and empathetic You work well in
partnership and are often drawn to
creative fields At times you are
vacillating, at other times fixed in
your views You have, a strong sense
of duty. though you, can be a bit
suspicious of others' motives. Teach
ing, writing, law and psycholo* are
some of the fields M which you'll find
contentment. Binhdate of. Mil.key
Mantle, baseball star; Joyce Brothers
psychologist., and Rimbaud. poet.

(N.A.

NOTICE
1N.• 14.1111 Wh•ti. C(1111‘v.iii.t
Gravvl
Dirt.
K 8.K STUMP REMOVAL
Me(
ri.timucif
2/1
Doe.ii I eye I
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431) 4341 Mob Kemp
iii
1311)

4319 Bob ke.00p

641 South
Murray
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SERVICE PARTS

753-8055

)14ER 20. 19N7
tonight Don't daydream I's,. lei.ure

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
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FREE HEARING TEST
•Hearing Aids Said On 30 Day Trial
•BetteriesiService Al Makes
Board Certified
Hearing Aid Specialists

52,4 -7
129 -3%
$8% ('
17%8 —
32% -1%
29 -1%
43% -2%
48 -511/4
42%C
38% -2%
34% -1%
91 4%
22 -2%,
24% 44
71,r—t%

BE T Y BOSTON

GM QUALITY

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

$2

Prices as of 10 a.m.
-12.8.21
Goodyear
2244.73
I.B.M.
41% 4%
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
221/48 —
210, .1%
Krnart
30%2
Kroger
JCPenney
21% .11/4i
Pen welt
78 4%
24% -2%
Quaker Oats
8%11 8%A
Sears
40 -3%
Te1.11r0
Si -3
Time In('.
U.S.Tobsceo
41% 4%
87% +1%
Weed's
$44
48% 4%
C.I.F. Vleid

Industrial .er-age
Previous Clooe
Air Products
A.T.C.-Chuss A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
Geoeral Motors
GeoCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Sal-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

Alterations & Winter Storage

He is a director of the American
Gas Association, the Interstate
Natural Gas Association of
America and the Southern Gas
Association. In addition, he holds
membership in the American Bar
Association, the Kentucky Bar
Association and the Kentucky Oil
and Gas Association.
He has worked with many civic
groups and projects, including the
Kentucky Economic Development
Corporation, Brescia College board
of trustees and the United Way
He earned his undergraduate
degree at Indiana University and
his law degree at Indiana University Law School. He and his wife,
Mary Beth Hoffman Best, are the
parents of three children, one of
whom is currently a freshman at
Murray State.
Reservations for the College of
Business and Public Affairs banquet are $9 per person and should
be made by Friday, Oct. 23. Persons interested may write the
Dean's Office, College of Business
and Public Affairs, Murray State
University, Murray. KY, 42071 or
call (502 762-4181.
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